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PREFACE

Ideas rule the world. Man is as free as his
thought. Contiguity imports contagion of ideas
—isolation works steriUzation. The farmer lacks
Ideas, his thought is circumscribed. His isolationm space on the farm breeds isolation of soul. He
spends his days apart in toil; he is alone in body,
soul, and industry. He develops individuaUsm, he
loses confidence in his fellows, his gregarious
instincts decay, his powers of combination become
atrophied, his co-operative faculties grow impot-
ent. He is solitary, weak, and gullible.
He toils long and hard. He produces much,

and, under the operation of the natural laws of
supply and demand, he would receive a corres-
pondingly large return, but having produced, he
makes no manner of provision for retaining a
fair share of his production. The economic laws
of the state are deliberately framed to take from
Imn the greater part of his production. He has
the law-making power in his own hands, but owing
to his individualism, he does not exercise this
power.

Agriculture is the chief basic industry of Can-
ada, and those engaged in it are the most numer-
ous, the most necessary, the most moral, and
potentially the most influential class in the com-
munity, but through lack of class coherence they
have abrogated their chief functions as citizens

,f'5- l^-^ViS'*"



8 PREFACE

and have reduced themselves to a condition of
pohtical inferiority and economic servitude.
The law-making powers which they should, but

do not, exercise, are exercised by a small number
of people engaged in the secondary interests, and
particularly by tho§e in financial, manufacturing,
commercial, and transporting pursuits. These
pursuits are carried on chiefly through artificial
corporations, and the men who control these cor-
porations control government, and exercise,
through the Legislatures, the law-making powers
of the state. Naturally they exercise these powersm making economic laws favourable to them-
selves, and so effectively has this been done that
by reason of exrctions on the farmer and advan-
tages to themselves, the farmer, in the processes
of production and exchange, is so exploited that
the greater part of the wealth he produces is taken
from him. The exploitation of the farmer by the
interests has reached a stage where it is little
less than thinly disguised legal robbery. The
interests are every year growing relatively richer,
the farmers relatively poorer. Agriculture on
the fertile prairies of the west has already begun
to decay, and a decadent industry means a decad-
ent people. This study is an attempt, first, to
hold up the economic mirror to the farmer, so
that he may see himself as he is, and, second, to
show the farmer the way out.

Clarus Ager.
February 1st, 1916.
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CHAPTER I

THE TILLER OF THE SOIL
"Oh

I
thyt he were iiere to write me down an ass."

The tiller of the soil is, politically, an ass. From
time immemorial he has been the human ox. He
has bowed his neck to the yoke. He has borne
the labour burden of the race. He has been
driven in the furrow. He has at all times pro-
duced food and raiment in great quantities. Out
of this he has been permitted to retain food,
raiment, and shelter for himself and his family.
The remainder of his production, and much the
greater part thereof, has been taken from him
without his receiving any adequate return there-
for. This has been going on for ages, it is going
on to-day, and there are few indications of it
coming to an end. There probably has never been
a civilized land in which the free tiller of the soil
has retained a smaller share of what he produces
than the farmer on the western Canadian prairies,
and m saying this, I am not excepting anv age or
land, not even Armenia, under the unspeakable
Turk, nor the Hindoo ryot 1,000 years ago, nor
the do^vn-trodden Hebrew 2,000 years ago. The
western farmer produces much more than any
of these, and he retains more in the aggregate,
but he retains relatively a smaller portion of his'
total production than any other tiller of the soil
at any time or in any place, excepting, in some

a.&ii»-3LT a.. f^'s ^'r?k.»r»i»5«_>«s»r.



12 THE FARMER AND THE INTERESTS

cases, the slave. By the tiller of the soil I mean
the man who permanently lives on and tills the
soil, whether as owner, tenant, or occupant. In
this sense I am going to use the word farmer
instead of tiller of the soil.

The fact that the, farmer retains for his own
use a very small part of his product is well recog-
nized by all writers on political economy. This
does not mean that he only retains for his own
use a small portion in kind of what he grows, e.g
that he consumes only a small part of the wheat
that ho grows—that, of course, goes without say-
ing, but that he retains only a small part of the
value of what he produces, after the process of
sale or exchange of what he grows has been com-
pleted The reason given by the political econo-
mists for this condition is the simple one stated
above, that, political^, and economically, the
tiller of the soil is an ass.

This has been the standing condition of the
farmer as far back as we have any record-he
has always received but a small share of what he
produced, and the reason has alwavs been the
same, that he lacked in civic sagacitv. The strange
thing is that with the spread of education, the
improvement m scientific and mechanical appli-
ances, the growth of agricultura! knowledge, and
the rise of democratic government, the relative
condition of the farmer has not improved-on
the contrary, it has grown worse.

drSr"^" J^^il^
"'^ ^^ democracy, about one hun-dred and fifty years ago, let us say, 1760, thefarmer never m any land, or at any time, pernian

ently controlled govei-nment. He never develop-

IS-'W^JA^



THE TILLER OF THE SOIL )3

tt r^^P'i'i"^^ '" government, which was in

mercml classes. There was almost constat com-

their iT"*' *.""?' '" "^'T' »ee and lana thattheir lot was hard, and that they had moreburdens imposed npon them than other clares

took ?h
''/*""'",' "' *''^'^ S™^^"''^^ "vaHablytook the form of complaint to some one else towhom they looked for redress, and never took theform of an attempt to remedy their own griev-ances either by compelling the existing govern-ment to grant their requests, or by doJnatTnghe government themselves. They" had neXrhterary education, nor social position, nor dvioskill, nor military training, nor financial strengthnor political sagacity, nor class cohesion, wherebythey could dominate government, and they practically accepted a p .ition of political inferiority

lbout^"77o'T''"*
'" "'•' '""'•'^ °f o^er classedAbout 1760 democratic government began toassume shape h. western Europe and NorthAmerica, and gradually the people, through thebfdlot-box, came into their own, and for ?he lastseventy-five years the farmers, with all other

lIT'Jr" *""* « ^^^0^ ^oico in governmaiTand that largely in proportion to their n™s'
tlr" hat'the' f

" '''""'''^' """^^ these cond--

goTrament .M ^''™<''-^^,™'>Id have influencedgovernment, at least, m these lands in which thevwere in a majority, in some degree towards allev[atmg conditions which they beUeTed to beburdensome upon themselves, but, as I have saidconditions have grown relatively' not better, b't'

HZ^iiM^it. • w^i^iT i:sm



U THE FARMER AND THE INTERESTS

The reason is very simple and very plain. The

farmer has shown no aptitude for government.

During the one hundred and fifty years in ques-

tion, no government in any self-governing coun-

try has been in the control of farmers. Not only

that, ]>ut there never has been a movement to

ameliorate the condition of farmers by legislation

that has commanded the general support of the

farmers concerned—on the contrary, there iias

been no such movement that has not been strongly

opposed by large bodies of farmers. In a few

instances, in Great Britain, the United States,

Italy, Germany, and Canada, individual farmers

have reached outstn^iding positions in govern-

ment, but the farmers have turned against these

men and ousted them from their positions. Tt is

difficult to-day, in any of the countries named,

for a farmer, that is, an actual tiller of the soil,

to attain an^ dominant position in government,

and to maintain it for any length of time. To put

it in other words, it is difficult for any man to

retain his class-consciousness as a farmer and
maintavi a dominant position in government for

any length of time in a democratic country.

There are many members of the legislatures of

all the democratic countries who are farmers, but

they are usually pawns in the game. They act

nominally as representatives of the people,

usually as representatives of farming communi-

ties, but as such they do what they are told to

do by other men, who are not farmers. They do

not conceive, nor originate, nor pass legislation,

and they have no executive power. Denmark is

an exception. In France, Switzerland, and Hoi-
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land, the farmer has made more or less advance
in rrovernnieiit. In Canada, the farmer exercises
less influence on government than in any other
democratic country.

Let us look at this in another light. Suppose
a farmer in an agricultural country wanted to
train his son for political life, and had given him
a good education, and a thorough training in
economics, by the time he was twenty-one. What
would it be best to set the son at in order to
achieve anything in political life T Fanning T Not
on your life—not even in a farming community.
He should set him at law, or medicine, or manu-
facturing, or commerce, or banking, or railroad-
ing, or merchandising—in fact, at anything but
farming.

Let us put it in another way! You take the
best schoolboy, of say seventeen, that you can
find—well bred, of good appearance, eloquent,
talented, level-headed, well-to-do, give him the
best educational and political training that money
will buy, and keep him a farmer, ni take a
common scrub, lacking all the above advantages,
and 111 start him out in business life. Ill not
give him any special training, nor any special
advantages. We will put them both into politics
in a farming community at thirty years of age.
Which one is going to be in the lead at forty?
My man is every time. Of course, your man may
get wise to the handicap of being a farmer, quit
farming, and go at something else—then, of
course, my man will be out of the race. In any
event, to come from theory down to actuality, I
can show you a score of scrubs, like my man, that
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have been in dominant positions in politics for
the last twenty years. Can you show me a single
one like your man? The short and simple fact
that cannot be gainsaid is that during one hun-
dred and fifty years of democratic government,
where the majority of the people are farmers,
they have not only not dominated politics, but
they have not even been an important factor in
government. They have not even affected govern-
ment to the extent of maintaining their relative
economic position during that period They get
a less share for themselves of the total value of
their production than they did one hundred and
fifty years ago. With a majority of the votes in
their hands, they have continued to accept a posi-
tion of political inferiority, and have left govern-
ment to the classes. Prior to 1760 the farmers did
not have the franchise. To-day they have it, but
they do not use it to ameliorate agrarian condi-
tions, indeed, they use it to make their own posi-
tion relatively worbc.
The farmer is peculiarly the prey of the dema-

gogue. His smaii-mindedness, jealousy, opiniona-
tiveness, and want of class-consciousness have
made him so susceptible to the wiles of the pro-
fessonal politician that he can be led to the poll
as easily as his horse is led to water. Like every
other rule, this has its exceptions. Individual
farmers are among the best mer, politically, in
the democracies, but these are exceptions. There
is no political solidarity among farmers, even
where their own interests are concerned, and this
is particularly evident when one of the exceptional
class of farmers presents himself for the
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suffrages of liis fellow farmers. Thoy may look

with some favour on him while he is a novice, but
the moment a fanner becomes a power in politics,

he is doomed. The classes turn upon him, the

farmers desert him, and he is left stranded.
Farmers fight, politically, as indi^ " 'uals. They
never stand together in ranks and fight shoulder
to shoulder; indeed, I think the word '*fight" is

too strong a word to use to describe the part the
farmer takes in politics. Sometimes the farmer
IS a strong partisan and enthusiastic in political

contests. Even then he does not put his time,

energy, and money, nor his whole soul, into his
politics, as other men do, and he is always an
underling.

When it comes to a question of farmers getting
together as a class, as the members of other
classes do, and fighting a political battle for farm-
ers ' interests, all that can be said is that they do
not do it. Farmers have been knoAvr. to get
together on a granger platform and make a sort
of class fight, but even when they have succeeded
in such a fight there has been no solidarity behind
it, and thoy have quickly broken rank and lost

what organization they had. The farmer listens
to many political voices. He hears the call of his
party, of his church, of his secret society, of his
race and language, and, last of all, he hears, but
seldom heeds, the call of his OAvn economic class.
In a word, farmers do not stand together for
their own interests.

Who is responsible for the condition of the
farmer? Some other class? No. All other classes
combined? No. WTio? The farmer himself, and
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no ono hut liimsolf is ivsponsiblo for his coalition.

Is it nnv woiKlfi- that lio is the boast of hurdon

of tho liiuiiar. raco, when h.> will not raise a hand

to holp himself? lie buys- at a r .ce hxed by

someone else. Il(^ sells- at a pnee hved !)>'

others; he pavs taxes, and rates, and tolls, and

levies, and impositions plaeed on hun by other

ch-^sses, he ebevs laws nominally made l)y his

representMtives, but which actnally they know

notliini; !i Mt till they are instructed to vote for

them, he is i.reved upon by thousands of Inunan

leeches, and ho won't exert himself eiiouy^h to

scratch them off. lie lends his own money at

^hrse per cent., and borrows it back at nine, lie

maintains collection agencies under the name of

courts, and ar'tually pays them for collecting

uiouev from himself.

Tliese, and many other, conditions could be

reme<lied verv simply, and very quickly, but the

farmer won't' fielp himself, and he won't support

anvone else wh > tries to help him.

is it any wonder the political economists write

the farmer down an ass I They predicted, before

the ballot came, that surely when it did come the

farmer wo; hi change his own economic position.

He lias the ballot. lie has changed his position,

but he has clian-ed it relatively ^or the worse.

Just a word here to make myself clear. The

extension of the franchise to the common people

has enlarged the outlook, broadened the interest,

increased discussion, ear.cited the voter, impioved

general conditions, and humanized government.

In this advance the farmer has shared, but the

neat point is that he has shared in a less degree
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than any other class. Prom pvory «'coin»rMi<' ad-
vaiifo in his position ho ^'«'ts a littU'. Other riassos

Kct a ^'roal (h'al. Take, for oxaniph-, th<> r:iilroa«l,

which is a mcchanicnl jMlvnnta^'c to the people in

the transportation and distribution ot" wheat.
More wheat is ^rown and distributed by reason
of the railroad, Imt tlie economic conditions of
this distribution are sucli, ujider the l)aliot, that
the farmer ^ets a very small jjart of tliis advan-
taffo, and otluM- classes pet a very larpe share.
The financier, the shareliolder, the consumer, the
labourer, and a whole host of middlemen, in one
puise or another, benefit larii^ely, the farmer bene-
fits a little. He would reaj) a lar^e benefit if

^overr-rnent were carried on in his interest, but it

•J carried on to soak liim, or, to put it as the fact
is, the farmer carries on the government to soak
himself.

These conditions are general throughout the
democratic world, and the undemocratic world.
The strange thing is that, as a rule, tli ' more
democratic a country is, the less share of his own
production does the farmer get. The other classes
use their ballots to get an increased share for
themselves. The farmer uses his ballot to get a
decreased share. Under democracy, there is more
politics to the square mile than imder autocracy,
and as the farmer plays tlie game of politics worse
than anyone else, it logically follows that the more
politics there is played, the less the farmer gets.
These conditions extend to a greater or less

degree throughout the civilized world. Happily,
there are in recent years a few exceptions to this
general rule.

mmi^r7?zmm Wf^^^^w^'..



20 THE FARMER AND THE INTERESTS

I want now to localize the matter to Canada,

and to refer more in detail to some conditions

here.

The condition of the farmer in western Canada

is. as I have said, relatively worse than in any

other part of the civilized world. We have abnn-

dance of uncultivated land—fertile, cheap, prairie

soil, and an admirable climate, and these have

helped to make farming wonderfully easy and

profitable. Notmthstanding these favourable

natural conditions, the western farmer has been

ground down most shamefully. He has been made

to carry all the load he could bear. The limit has

been all he could stand, and keep in the collar.

The natural conditions have been so good that

the artificial conditions have been very bad with-

out putting him out of business.

Let me remark at this point that it is artificial

conditi<ms that oppress the farmer here, as

everj^vhere. If the farmer didn't have to carry

anyone else on his back, his furrow would be an

easy one. Given the prairie farmer \\4th no arti-

ficial handicap, and his life would be pleasant,

indeed, it would be a charming life. If there were

no artificial restrictions put upon him, if he could

buy in the cheapest market, and sell in the best

market—if he had no taxes, nor levies, imposed

on him except for the cost of government, if he

got transportation at cost, plus a good profit to

the railway, if he could get capital at what it is

worth in the money markets of the world—the

prairie farmer would be a prince. The natural

conditions are as good as any in the world.
^

In

order to equalize matters, the artificial conditions
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have been made worse than any in the world. In
the agricultural world race, the prairie farmer
has the best horse, so he carries weight to even
things up. Every farmer carries an Old Man of
the Sea behind him, and he doesn't even trv to
shake him off.

I am going to deal with three of the nianv
restrictions that the farmer has placed upon hini-
self, as follows:

(1) He has made it very difficult, and expensive,
for himself to get banking credits.

(2) He has tethered himself so short that he
can only buy in a small market, and has to pay
enormous prices for his purchases.

(3) He pays too much for transportation on
what he buys, and what he sells.



CHAPTEE II

BANKING FACILITIES FOR FARMERS
"Luxury makes rags.

Rugs iiiiikc money.
.Money makes banks,

Banks make luxury."

The Canadian banking system is the best in the

world—for the banks : it is admirable for strong,

financial concerns of any kind, that is, for the

creditor class, such as jobbers, mamifacturers,

corporations, moneyed men, and that ilk; it is fair

for medium concerns ; it is unfair for the farmer,

indeed, for the whole debtor class. Wealthy men

get a million dollars together, they get a bank

charter, they engrave another million dollars

worth of bank bills, and, presto—they have two

millions of capital.

The alleged reason for allowing banks to double

up their capital is to make money elastic and

cheap. In so far as elasticity is concerned, it

works out in practice to be inelastic ;
when money

is badlv needed the banks hoard it, when money

is not needed, they cater fo borrowers and culti-

vate speculation. In so far as cheapness is con-

cerned, the Bank Act provides that no bank shall

take more than seven per cent, interest. But this

is simply a joker—every bank takes more than

seven per cent. Every bank is intended to take,

and takes, all the interest it can get, and the law

provides no penalty for the banks breaking the

(22)
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law. Our banking system was made for the com-
mercial man, not for the farmer. The ])ractico

of the banks is to lend money on bills, notes, and
similar securities, for not longer, ordinarily, than
four months; that suits the commercial man: it

does not suit the farmer, he needs to borrow for
twelve months at least to enable him to raise and
sell a crop. But, to make matters worse, the Bank
Act prohibits the lending of money on land or
chattels, which are the only security the farmer
has. In fact, in framing the Bank Act, the farmer
was not in t^i-' mind of the Legislature, and though
the Bank Act is frequently ro-enacted, the farmer
is practically ignored. In the revision of 1913
r provision was inserted that a bank may lend
money to a farmer on the security of throslied
grain upon the farm. This is the only instance
in the Act in which any provision is specifically
made for loans to farmers, and as no practical
scheme is worked out in the Bank Act for making
the loans, the provision is only another joker. It
was simply granger legislation, ]nirporting t"
enable the banks to lend, but it was stillborn. The
legislators and the bankers both know when it

was passed that it would be ineffecti\ , but thr
legislators went through all the motions of pass-
ing real legislation. The provision has been
effective only in one way, that is, where a farmer
wrj indebted to a bank, and the security was
doubtful, the bank has taken more security on his
grain, and thus got ahead of other creditors. Not
only is this provision ineffective to secure credits
for farmers, but no little patch can be put on the
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Bank Act that will be of any use.* In order to

enable farmers to secure the necessary banking

credits, the Bank Act will have to be recast so

that tl'.e banks will not only be commercial and

industrial banks, but agricultural banks as well,

or, better still, so that a system of purely agri-

cultural banks may be established.

Another scheme has been worked by the banks

in relation to the savings end of the business.

We have no general system of savings banks in

Canada, such as they have in practically every

other civilized country. The government, how-

ever, runs a system of savings banks, but instead

of paying a reasonable rate of interest on savings

depor.its, the banks and the government collude

together and pay a rate of interest on savings

thac is merely nominal, viz., three per cent. The

government pays four and one-half per cent, to

London bankers for money. It should pay more

to the Canadian depositor, because there is the

added reason for getting money from the Cana-

dian depositor that a savings system would induce

saving. If, however, the government paid five

per cent, on savings, as it should do, the banks

could not get deposits at a less rate. The banks

should pay five per cent., as it is not too high a

rate to be paid on savings. In fact, it is paid by

American banks immediately south of the boun-

dary line, and thousands of dollars of Canadian

money are deposited in these banks on account of

the higher rate.

* Since this was written, another useless patch has been put

on the Bank Act. ostensibly to enable the farmer to secure

seed grain.
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Combines are recognized by public opinion,
and by law, as inimical to the public interest,
but the banks have formed a combine, to which
practically they all belong, which enables them
to eliminate competition. The result is that
the banks, in practice, all pay the same rate
on deposits. Not only is the* Bankers' Asso-
ciation incorporated, but the government, as
stated above, actually works with it in effective
combination to keep down the rate of interest on
deposits. The banks effectively co-operate to fix
the rate of interest on loans, so that competition
between banks in lending is practically eliminated.
The workings of the banks are so systematized
that practically every bank is run alike down to
the minutest detail. Their co-operation, through
the Bankers' Association, and otherwise, enables
them to work together in such a way that in their
general relations to the public the banks are like
one institution. The net result is that the banks
pay three per cent, on farmers' deposits, and
charge eight per cent, to ten per cent, on lending
these deposits to other farmers. Traders pay
seven per cent, to eight per cent., the special in-
terests SIX per cent, to seven per cent. Bank
profits are so large that the banks cover up their
profits by all sorts of bookkeeping entries in thrlr
statements. Farmers' profits are so small that
they cover them up AAdth patches on the knees and
seats of their pants, but, as a matter of fact, a
large part of the banks' profits rightly belong to
the farmer, and he would gei them if he used his
head a hundredth part as much as he uses his
hands. Millions of dollars that rightly belong to

flH^BH
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farmers are diverted into the hands of other

persons every year, through our banking system.

Banking is well said to be the art of lending other

people's money and collecting the interest on it.

The banks are lending farmers' money to farmers

and oollocting the interest on it, and they make
more out of the transaction in net profit than the

farmer who owns the moiioy makes out of it.

AVho is to blame for this condition? The bank-

ers? Xo! the dunderheaded farmer himself. The
banker is doing just what any farmer in the coun-

try would do if he Avere put in the position of the

banker. Many a farmer has become a banker,

and he is not one whit bettor in that position than

anyone else. The fact is, no one is going to resist

the temi)tation to double his money by the sinrple

device of getting a bank charter—to take deposits

at three per cent., and to lend them out at six per

cent, to ten per cent., hat is, if he can get a

charter. There are now a good many difficulties

being put in the way of getting bank charters.

Banks are conducted just as the Bank Act is

designed to have thoin conducted. There is not

one iota of blame attaching to the banks, the

bankers, or the Bankers' Association, for the lack

of banking facilities for farmers. The farmers
are the banker's crop. The Bank Act is his

machinery, and it is quite defensiblf that he
should use it to the best advantage. The farmer
has the power to make the machine, and this is

the kind of machine that he stands for. It does
not lie in the mouth of th^ Tarmer to squeal if the

machine he has made, or, at least, that he is
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assumed to have made, leaves only a little glean-
ing for Iiim.

The farmer exercises little or no influence on
Parliament in the matter of banking legislation-
he has the power, but he doesn't use it. The
farmers allow the Bankers' Association to dom-
inate such legislation. AVhen the matter of bank-
ing is in question, the Bankers' Association knows
no party, nor creed, nor race, nor section. It is

then a class machine devoted to the interests of
its own class. It will naturally oppose, with all

its might, any public man who shows the least
trace of thought or independence in i-egard to
banking legislation. But, on the otlier hand, a
public man who maintains the farmers' interests
in the matter of banking never receives, on that
ground, any support from farmer electors.
The farmer does not, of course, know nuich of

the principles of banking, any more than tlie bank-
er knoAvs about the principles of farming. Tliere
is this difference. If tlie banker wants to know
anything about farming, he pays a farming expert
to give him advice on the subject, and he acts on
it. That is just what the farmer will not do in
legard to banking. The farmers, as a class, never
take the advice of the disinterested banking ex-
pert. They may, indeed, take the advice theor-
etically, but they never act togt ther in their own
interest on such advice. Indeed, they are more
likely to act on the advice of a banker Avhose
interests are opposed to those of the farmer, in
banking affairs.

Not only is there the practical impossibilitv of
getting farmers to act together in their class inter-
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est in relation to banking legislation, but in the

practical field of banking farmers do nothing to

utilize existing opportunities to advance banking

facilities for themselT es. They do not even work

together, connnercially. Canadian farmers have

millions of dollars invested in bank stocks or

deposited in banks, but they exercise no measure

of influence in any Canadian bank. It would be

very simple for farmers to form a bank in the

interests of farmers. They have the capital now
in bank stocks, or on deposit, to establish one or

more banks, but they have never done it, and

there is no prospect of their doing it. "VVliile

farmers do combine more readily, commercially,

than politically, it is impossible to get them to

unite to form a bank. They would distrust each

other, and those who were doing the technical

work of forming the bank for them. There is no

doubt that, even under the existing Bank Act, if

the farmers took hold of the matter, they could

do a great deal for agricultural credits, and if

they did establish a bank, it would be much easier

to get modifications of the Bank Act that would
facilitate agricultural banking. The very fact

that farmers established and carried on a bank
would be the finest possible object-lesson to farm-

ers themselves in the development of class-con-

sciousness. As the matter stands to-day, the

farmer is caught coming and going—he gets a

low rate of interest on his savings, and pays a

high rate of interest on his borrowings, and he

has even then no adequate banking credit; and
the conditions are not improving, they are really

growing worse.
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So much for the direct losses to the farmer
from inadequate banking? facilities. The indirect
losses are ^i^reater than the direct losses. Our
bankins? system is admirable for the lar^e con-
cerns, and .<>r()M-s worse as we get down to the
farmer. The whole tendency of this is to cen-
tralize bankini^c credit higher up, where credit is

easy under our system. Credit should be easier
at the bottom, where it is most needed, that is, for
farming and other basic industries, and our bank-
ing system should be so framed as to facilitate

credit to these basic industries, especially farm-
ing. If the farmer had proper banking facilities,

he would pledge his credit at the bank, and buy
for cash from the retailer, Avho would pay cash to
the jobl)er, who would pay cash to the manufac-
turer, wlio would manufacture for cash. Thus
cash prices would prevail all the way down. The
whole thing is reversed. The farmer has prac-
tically no banking facilities. He buys on credit,

at credit prices, from the retailer, who buys on
credit, at credit prices, from the jobber, who buys
on credit, at credit prices, from the manufacturer.
Credit prices thus prevail throughout, instead of
cash prices. Indeed, the proper name for the
system is not a credit system, but a tick system.
The bank gives credit to the manufacturer, who
gives tick to the jobber, who gives tick to the re-
tailer, A\lio gives tick to the farmer, who, in the
last analysis, pays the whole thing. The manu-
facturer charges the jobber a profit, plus an en-
hanced price for tick. The jobber charges the
retailer a profit, plus an enhanced price for tick,

on a price already enhanced for tick, and the
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retailor cliarges tho farmer a profit, plus an en-

hanced price, on a price already twice enhanced

for tick. These enhanced prices taks' the place of

a hankint? credit all the way down the line. There

is nothinf? more vicrous than th.is mixing \ip of

interest and enhanced profits. The consumer, in

the end, is payini^ tliree rates of interest, and tiic

poorer the farmer is, the more vicious is the

system. Furthermore, credit is in this way rot

for consumption, wliich spells poverty, as readily

as for production, wliich spells prosperity.

It 'A ; .-ks af^ainst the farmer selling as well as

buying, particularly against tlie smaller farmer.

The bij? grain companies have good banking facili-

ties. They carry v.\ -Ax of the grain of the West
over the winter seas( ,i. They make a large profit

on it. They bornnv the money on the grain itself

and carry the grain. The small farmer cannot

carry the grain himself and make this profit be-

cause he cannot borrow the money on the same

grain that the big grain company can borrow on.

Besides this, the vicious circle of credit practically

cojiijiols tlie small farmer to sell on the first mar-

ket, lie owes the retailer, the retailer owes the

jobb(M\ the jobber owes the manufacturer, and

they all owe the bank. There is a direct cunuila-

tive pressure all the way down the line.

At the present time the local merchant is being

squor^zed out by the catalogue houses. ITe should

not be squeezed out. ITe is a necessity to the

fanner. The difficidty is that the jo])ber and the

department store pay practically the same price

for the same goods. The jobber adds an average

profit of at least 25 per cent, conmiercially, and
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10 p(»r coiit. iiioro for sollini; on ti<*k to tho
n'tailcr. Tlio result is that tlio rotailor lias to pay
practically as lii<j^li a price as tlic department
st(ue sells at. The man that should !>(> squeezed
out, if any, is the johher, not the retailer, and the
only tiling that is saving? him just now is the
vicious hankinc: system. The manufacturer and
the retailer should and will co-operate to estab-
lish distrilnitinp: warehouses where no profit will

be charged, simply the expense of handlinj; and
distributing the goods. The retailer will then get
his goods at prices that will enable him to c(>m-
petfc with the catalogue houses on even terms.

It is sometimes said that the farmer is not en-

titled to credit, in other words, that his credit
is not good enough for the banks to lend him
money. I admit his credit is not as good as it

should be because he gets such a small return,
but the fact is that he is now getting credit and
those who are giving him credit, or rather tick or
truck, are making money out of the farmer's bus-
ines.s. If the farmer got credit direct and paid
for it once instead of three times, as he does
through the tick system, his credit would be much
enhanced and his net returns increased. Not only
does the farmer who purchases on tick pay for
it through the nose, but the farmer who actually
pays cash all year round pays too much because
he is buying under a vicious credit system. He
is paying not for the credit he is getting himself,
because he is getting none, but for the credit that
the retailer, the jobber, the manufacturer, and
the other farmers are getting. The system is
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wron^', and conditions cannot be righted by in-
dividual farmers paying cash.

Credit is now organized by the creditors, on
their ouTi tenns, from the top down, it must bo
reorganized by the farmers from the bottom up
It must be reorganfzed on the basis of the wel-
fare of the whole community, not on the ])asis of
the selfish interests of the creditor class. The
roots of agricultural credit must reach down into
and grow up out of the farmers themselves



CHAPTER III

THE RESTRICTED BUYING MARKET
"A virion., tux is flu. greatest ..n.nomi,. ..yil."

farmer 'Tr T"'"*
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strictions whereby other classes are enabled and
encourat^^od to fleece him in the ordinary commer-
cial relation of selling goods to him. A customs
tariff was primarily intended as a tax to maintain
government, and as such is a legitimate though a
clumsy, unfair and expensive mode of raising a
revenue. To be effective, such a tariff should be
so levied as to encourage trade because the
revenue is based on trade. But instead of using
a customs tariff as a legitimate instrument of
taxation and lev\ing a tax that would yield the
requisite revenue, the farmer imposes a rate of
duty that restricts or prohibits trade and kills
revenue. And he does it for the express purpose
of preventing himself buying in the cheapest mar-
ket and compelling himself to buy in a dear mar-
ket. The result is that the farmer is supporting
a whole horde of suckers who live off the en-
hanced price which he makes himself pay for
what he buys. These suckers are taken from
natural industries and employed in artificial in-
dustries. They prey on the farmer, but instead
of their being dependent on the farmer, who sup-
ports them, they dominate him. Men w^ho gain
their whole livelihood from the enhanced prices
the farmer pays for goods which they make or
handle, have the cheek to tell the farmer that their
upkeep by the farmer is a benefit to him because
they furnish a market for his products. The
surprising thing is that farmers can actually be
induced to believe such absurdities. The fact,
however, is that the farmers maintain and cul-
tivate whole classes of the communitv whose"
energies are devoted to preying upon them.
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The farmer has the whole world as a fiold to
buy in and he deliberately cuts himself off from
nearly all this field, and as a result of this restric-
tion pays much more thnr i-c velue of the goods
he buys. He is told thj.. it is unnairiotic to buy
outside Canada and tht iw is biMldin.i; up the
country by building a tj-,r ^,'^11 about"himself.
He IS told this by those who live off the enhanced
prices the farmer pays. On the contrary he is
told by the political economists and by everyone
who studies the matter in a disinterested way,
that it is not unpatriotic, but that it is the highest
patriotism to buy in the cheapest market, but he
is quite as ready to believe the man who preys
on him as the man who seeks his welfare. There
is a large number and, I trust, an increasing
number of educated farmers who give the neces-
sary study to the economic side of the question
and who know that the result sought and ob-
tained by the advocates of restricted markets is
to limit or eliminate competition as a means of
getting increased prices from the consumer. These
educated men should be the natural leaders of the
farmers in economic matters, but the rank and
file of the farmers refuse to follow their lead.
The prairie farmers are to-dav paving more

than ]5 per cent, of the cost of all their annual
purchases by way of enhanced prices on account
of the customs tariff, and only a small part of
this goes to the government as revenue, the
greater part of it goes into the pockets of manu-
facturers, traders and railway companies.

It is not very difficult to wheedle the farmer
into paying more for any article than its value
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in the open market, indeed he seems to enjoy the
process of being wheedled. He considers that
when he gets a free newspaper, a free railway
ride, or a free ticket to a wheedler's meeting, he
is being catered to a'nd is getting something for
nothing, and when the appropriate time comes, he
stands np like a little man and lays an additional
tax on himself and later when the bailiff comes
around, he resents it bitterly and blames the laws,
the country and everybody in it, except, of course,
himself.

Only just recently the manufacturers were,
under the guise of loyalty to Canada, carrying on
a campaign to prostitute the patriotism of the
people to put money in their ovm pockets. Here
is an advertisement that the ]\Ianufacturers ' As-
sociation has been running in the papers:

TRA^IPLED TO DEATH
Suppose you were to read in the paper some
morning that a disastrous fire had wiped
the town of Amlierst, or Gait, or Lethbridge
completely off the map. That would be a
liard knock to Canada, wouldn't it?

Yet, figuratively and literally, Canadians are
ruthlessly trampling a to\\Ti that size under
their feet every year,—actually obliterat-

ing it.

Every year we Canadians import $4,000,000
worth of boots and shoes from the United
States. On them w^e pay over $1,000,000
duty.

That $5,000,000, if spent for Canadian-made
boots, would keep six big factories busy the
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r^nn Z""^^"^^'
emi)loying altonother about

2,400 haiids, paying out $1,500,000 in wages,

^

supporting in all about 10,000 people.
Concentrate all these people in one place and
you add to the map of Canada a good live
Unvn like Amherst, or Gait, or Lethbridge.
Rather startling, isn't it?

When out of pure thoughtlessness vou buy an
imported boot, you crunch under your heel
the opportunity to build up such a town.

In buying Canadian-made shoes you are pay-
ing for quality, not duty. Dollar for dollar
they give you a value that is equal to, if not
better than any others.

Next time be patriotic enough to refuse the
pair the dealer offers you that is not

''MADE IN CANADA."

nc?'!/^/'^'*''''"'^"^ '^^ *^^ ''-^'''^'' q^iestion
as to the farmer payi: higher price for Can-
adian goods than they can be bought for in theopen market. The advertisement is dishonest on
the face of it, as it alleges that Canadian-made
shoes are equal in value to, if not better than anv
others and It suggests thoughtlessness as theground for buying imported boots, but it is nota taci that people buy imported boots from
thoughtlessness nor are Canadian boots equal in
value. The consumer buys boots, a pair at atime, and ordinarily he gives close attention tothe matter with a view to buving the pair that
suits him at the lowest price, and yet, as the adver
tisement states, Ave import $4,000,000 worth ayear from the United States and pay $1,000,000
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duty on them. The rate of duty from the United
States lias boon 30 per cent. What a commentary
this is on our Canadian manufacture of boots anJ
shoes!

We buy $40,000,000 wortli of boots and slioes.

We buy them in competition witli American
goods, paying 30 p'^r cent, duty,—and we pay a
price that just enables the Canadian manufacturer
to get the greater part of the trade.

Boots can be manufactured as cheaply in Can-
ada as the United States, but the manufacturer
increases the selling price just a little less than
the amount of the duty of 30 per cent., so that he
can hold the market against American competition
and no more. In the case of high priced boots,
he doesn't hold the market because this class of
goods Avill stand the payment of duty, extra
freight and expense of import better than cheaper
lines. Here is how it works out approximately
on our $40,000,000 of Canadian boots and shoes

:

Cost of manufacture $15,000,000
Profit to manufacturer 5,000,000
Advance in lieu of duty 4,000,000

$24,000,000
Freights 1,000,000
Costs and profits of merchandising. . 15,000.000

$40,000,000

Some manufacturers retail their o\vt\ products
—some sell to the retailer—others sell to jobbers,
so that it is impossible in a single set of figures to

distinguish between the profits of the manufac-
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turer, the jobbor and the retailer, but an en-
hancement of $4,000,000 in price to countervail
the duty of 30 per cent, is a mininiuni. I have no
doubt that boot manufacturers will smile when I
suj,^jj:est they make only a profit of $5,000,000,
apart from the duty. Perhaps I am givinj? them
credit for more conscience than thev have. The
enhancement on account of duty is small on cer-
tain lines of goods, on others it is large. Now an
enhancement of $4,000,000 in the manufacturer's
price means, with profits thereon, $0,500,000 to
the consumer. In other words, the people of Can-
ada are paying $0,500,000 of a tax to the interests
while they are paying $1,000,000 tax to the gov-
ernment. Everyone who wears boots and shoes
pays this tax, but the other classes throw this tax
back from one to the other till it reaches the
farmer avIio pays the greater part of it. The
farming population pays a tax of more than $1 00
per head per year as a bounty to the boot and
shoe trade of Canada, which is one of the most
predatory of tlie industries the farmer has to
carry on his back.
Be it understood there is not the slightest ad-

vantage to anyone, except of course to the boot
makers, m the farmers taxing themselves in this
fasliion. The wages paid are not as high as in the
United States. The boot and shoe trade of Can-
ada is well able to compete with the trade of the
world, but there is now no occasion for it to do so
as there is the accommodating farmer to bonus
this infant industry. The farmer is caught by
being told that the men in this trade make a mar-
ket lor ills products—so they do—but thev do not

V"*-.!
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pay a fair return in boots and shoes for the pro-
ducts tliey consume. They are in the same class
economically as lunatics, criminals, indigents,
paupers, brewers, and distillers. All these make
a market for the farmer's produce, but the difii-

culty is that the farmer has to provide the price
paid for some or all the produce that these classes
consume. The difference economically between
lunatics, paupers and criminals, on the one hand,
and the bootmakers on the other, is that the
farmer gets no return in production for such of
his products as are consumed by the former but
he gets a partial return in production from the
latter. To the extent to which the bootmakers fail
in giving a full return in production, to that
extent is the bootmaker economically in the same
class as the lunatic, the criminal and the pauper,
and to that extent is the bootmaker a charge on
the farmer.

If the farmer sells 50 bushels of potatoes to a
lunatic asylum for $20.00, he knows that he and
other farmers have to provide the greater part of
the $20.00 which he receives—there is no return
in production. If he sells the potatoes to the boot-
maker there is some return to the farmer, namely,
4 pairs of boots, but the boots are worth only
$16.00 in the open market instead of $20.00, but
if he wants to get 5 pairs of boots worth $20 in
the open market, he has to pay $25.00, that is, he
has to provide $5.00 besides the $20.00 he gets
from the bootmaker. This $5.00 is a tax which
the farmer levies on himself for the benefit of
the bootmaker. The boot and shoe trade of Can-
ada takes millions of dollars annually from the
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farinor in this way for which it gives no return
in value. Because the fanner gets $20.00 in money
for his potatoes, he overlooks the fact that he is
not getting $20.00 in production. Of course the
labourer who actually makes the boots in the fac-
tory gets none of the $5.00—it goes to the men
who finance and control the trade. Every other
privileged industry is bleeding the farmer in the
same way. There is little wonder that the farmer
is not prosperous.
To revert to tiie advertisement of the Manufac-

turers' Association, it is suggested that if we
bought $5,000,000 w^orth of Canadian boots and
shoes, which are now imported from the United
States, the industry would create the equivalent
of a town of 10,000 people, the size of Amlierst,
or Gait, or Lethbridge. This would be a good
thing economi. illy if the people of the town were
self-supporting, but a bad thing if they were not.
The first loss would be $1,000,000 of revenue to
the country, being tlie duty we now pay, or $100
per head for the population of the town. That
sum of $1,000,000 would have to be made up
mostly by the farmers—in other w^ords, the farm-
ers would have 10,000 more people on their backs
to carry, and they would get so much less a share
of their own production. If these 10,000 people
manufactured $5,000,000 worth of as good boots
and shoes as we now get from the United States
for $5,000,000, there w^ould be no further loss than
$1,000,000. If they did not give as good value,
there would be still more loss. The boot and shoe
trade of Canada can manufacture boots in com-
petition with the manufacturers of the United
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StntoK if it has to. Tlie shooniakors of the United
Stutos for years sold shoes cheaper in I'ieeadilly

and \Vinnij)eg-, than in Chiea^o, wlnie they eom-
phiined that tliey eonkln't survive if they hadn't
a protecting tariff wall around them at home.
We want 10,000 more people in Canada if thev

rae self-supporting. If not, they are a burden.
We got millions of immigrants in the course of a
few years and they greatly increased the farmers'
market, hut the condition of the farmers has
grown steadily worse. They have been getting n

progressively smalhM- shnre of their own prodne-
tion. and it would not improve their positicm one
whit if tlie home market were increased by 10,000
or 100,000 consumers next year, if the farmers
continued to c:oi the same small share of their pro-
duction as they do lO-day. "We could increase our
duties so that practically evoi-ything wo use wonld
be manufactured in Canada. The result would
be to l)nnkrui)t the farmer. I le would have 500,000
more factory hands for a market for his farm
products, but he would have just 500,000 more
on liis back, and he would have to make np many
million dollars A\hich we now get in customs
duties on imported manufactures. A home mar-
ket for the farmer is a good market if those who
compose the market are self-supporting, other-
wise it is a bad market, or rather a tax.

It is a striking fact that not only in Canada
but in every nation from Rome down, the special
interests have avow^ed that the giving of special
privilege to them has been evidence of patriotism.
Our subsidized interests of the present time are
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trying: to eomnicrcialize the patriotism of tho ppo-
j/l« and coin it into luonoy for thonisolvos.

The followinp^ advortisoTiiont appeared in one
of the daily papers. Tt is a striking commentary
on the advertisement of the Manufaeturers' Asso-
ciation :

CRUSHED IINDKR TIIK OLD MAN OF TlIP^.

SEA
10,(X)0 faiMiers have been finaneially crushed

to death in tlie hist year in Canada l)y the
burden of carrying preying industries on
their baei<s. Tliey occupied an area equal
to 50 townships, each G miles scjuare.

Every year we Canadians imjjoit $4,000,000
worth of boots and sh(;:>s from the United
States. On them we j)ay over $1,000,000
duty.

That $5,000,000 if spent for Canadian-made
shoes would keep (5 big factories busy the
year round—emph)ying altogether about
2,400 hands, pay- lc out $1,500,000 in

wages, supporting in all about 10,000
people.

The boot and shoe manufacturers of Canada
are invited to make and sell $4,000,000 of
boots and shoes for $4,000,000 at the price
they cost in the United States, and save
the farmers $1,000,000 duty.

We Canadians buy every year $40,000,000
worth of boots and shoes made by Can-
adian manufacturers, employing 20,000
hands, paying out $10,000,000 in wages,
which are lower than in the United States,
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and supporting in all about 80,00() people,
making a city the size of Calgary—and
paying out to a few capitalists many mil-
lions in profits, which are higher than in
the United States on account of the 30 per
cent. duty.

We Canadians invite the Canadian boot and
shoe manufacturers to sell this $40,000,000
worth of boots and shoes in 1915 at the
same price they are sold for in the United
States, $32,000,000, and save the Canadian
peop' $8,000,000 added to the price on
account of the duty.

By getting off the back of the farmer for one
war year, by reducing profits as low as
they are in the United "tates and saving
the people $9,000,000, n.aixy of these 10,000
farmers might get back on the farm.

One of the truest forms of patriotism at tlie

present time is to make Canadian goods as
cheap nnd good as they are in the United
States, when every Canadian will buy
goods

tiMADE IN CANADA."

(.-,,•

All the pampered industries are weak in com-
parison with similar industries that stand alone
in competition with the world. They w-ould be
swamped if the spoon-feeding were suddenly stop-
ped because they are always infant industries in
one sense, they have never learned to walk alone.
The customs duties should be gradually cut off
till every vestige of the so-called protection is
destroyed. Year by year our industries would
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learn to brace thoinsolvos against a little more
competition till they did learn to stand alone. It

is true there would be nmch adjustment, much
chaufi^e in tlie conduct of manufacturinj; business.

Scieiitilic nianajj^cnient would have to be adopted.
Some factories would go, those that could not in

the long run carry on tlieir business witliout arti-

ficial suppoit, tiie closing of every such mendicant
factory would be one more burden off the back of

the farmer. The resultant prosperity would make
work for every factory hand in Canada, and, if

there M-ere any who could do nothing but their

daily factory grind, it would be a mere bagatelle
to pension all such compared with what it costs
to buy the greater part of what we require for
daily use in a restricted market.
The tariff restriction dovetails in with the

existing credit system in such a way that the
banker, the manu^cturer, the jobber and the
nondescri])t middleman, including a whole horde
of pr-. 'rs, agents, commission men, brokers,
drununers and collectors, are able to dominate
the farmer and live off him easily and well with a
mininumi of labour or effort.

The farmer is made through the tariff and the
credit system to pay very much more than his
share of taxes. Indeed, he pays nearly all the
customs duties in the last analysis. Others pay
the duties in the first instance, but they either
directly or indirectly pass back to the farmer
the amount of the tax paid. Practically, every
class but the farmer makes the prices at which it

sells its goods. Inbour, or assistance, and in these
prices it includes the duties it pays with an addi-
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tion for profit on tluMii. Tho fnnnor nmkos no
prices. No ox over does. The ox (loos not bargain
for the amount of hay, chop and water he is to

got. His master loayos him what ho thinks will

enable the ox to do the master's work. The
human ox does not bargain for what he is to get,

liis masters leave him what they think will ena])le

him to do tlie master's work.
Once more let me repeat that neither the manu-

facturers, the bankers nor the middlemen are
responsible for these conditions. They operate
under the conditions and they certainly do so to

their own advantage and to the detriment of the
farmer, but the point is that the farmer, through
his alleged representatives in Parliament, ap-
proves the conditions.
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TRANSPORTATION
'I'lif r;' ilw ;iv> nrc tl i\ crilllll'Ilt (Ml V. Mil'

Tlio tliiid nmttcr to bo doalt with is railway

trnnsportation for faniiors. Tlio farinor pays
two prices for railway transportation. I do not

mean tliat lio pays directly freij^lit rates tiiat are

twice too high, though in many cases he (h)es that,

hut taking into account what he has paid for the

building of railways, including bonuses on stc«'l

rails, the damage done to him by railways, the

indirect taxes and charges he has to pay, together

with the freight rates he does pay, railway trans-

portation is costing the farmer twice what it

should cost him. The western farmer pays the

greater part of the first cost of building the rail-

way in cash, lands or public credits. Prairie

roads are only suflficiently built at first to run
trains over them, they are completed out of the

freights the farmer pays. He pays enormous
sums in improving railway lands that were given
away to the railways and he pays the taxes for
these lands—he pays heavy subsidies from time
to time—he pays the damage done by the con-
struction and operation of the railway—he pa> s

interest charges on the cost of the railways that
he paid himself and on millions of dollars of
watered stock. He pays very high freights on
what he sells and higher freight rates on what he

(47)
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buys, and he has to pay freight rates on a haulage

of hundreds of miles, yes, even of a thousand miles

more than is necessary because he has shut him-

self off from both a buying and a selling market.

The farmer knows well, no one knows better, that

freight rates are altogether too high. What has

he done about it? Nothing, except to find fault,

pay tlio rates and support the rate-makers. Wliat

is he going to do about it ? Nothing but find fault,

pa\ the rates and keep on supporting the rate-

makers. We have a Eailway Commission that has

something to do with freight rates, but does noth-

ing material. One incident will illustrate. There
was for many years a general freight rate on
merchandise and a lower merchandise rate to

merchants. Complaint was made to the Railway
Commission that this was discrimination, as it

clearly was. The railway company removed the

discrimination by charging the higher rate in all

cases. It was paying a ten per cent, di^^dend at

the time, and the increased charges have since

amounted to millions of dollars.

What did the members of the Railway Commis-
sion do? They smiled. There is no motive power
behind the Railway Commission. Wliat did the

farmers do? They sent more Railway supporters
to Parliament than before to see that freights

were adjusted. Tliey have been duly adjusted
since, they have been raised, and farmers will go
on and elect these railway men as their repre-

sentatives again, and railway rates will continue
to be adjusted and raised.

The railways make the rates, the government
approves of these rates, the farmer pays the
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rates. The farmer has no voice in controlling: the
rates. He pays the rates—he can control them,
he doesn't.

The railway is a public utility, the people should
determine what they pay for the service ren-
dered by any and every public utility. In other
words, the public should owti or control all public
utilities. The railway is a public utility, the peo-
ple should control the railway at least, but the
position is reversed, the railways control the
people.

Let me give one illustration of the way in
which the railways work. It would seem but a
-imple matter on the face of it that the railwavs
should provide transportation facilities for
freight, but the railways in the West did not wish
to provide facilities for the transportation of
grain and they gave grain companies the exclusive
right to receive in private warehouses grain for
shipment—thus grew up the elevator system. It
was used to build up big grain corporations, and
no better illustration can be found of the way in
which the banking system, the tariff, and the
railway work together to leech the farmer than
the elevator system. The railway company and
the bank stand back of the elevator companies
which advance money to the farmer, and the tariff
and the truck system compel the farmer to sell in
a limited market which is largely influenced by
the millionaire milling companies. The old ele-
vator system before the Grain Act was adopted
was the best hold the interests ever had on the
farmer, in fact, it was too good to be held, and a
httle relief was given. What should have been
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done then, and what should be done yet, is to

make the railways furnish facilities for shipping

grain just the same as they do other lines of mer-

chandise. The result of the present plan has been

to build up a great special interest known as the

grain trade which has intertwined the elevator

system, the banking system, the tariff and the

transportation system into a combination that

takes a large toll from the grain growers. Only

one-fifth of those in the grain trade are really

required to handle the grain business, tlie others

arc merely suckers. The grai) trade is a very

simple trade, handled in most countries, e.g., in

England, by a few men and by clerks. Here it is

a verv hiffhlv complicnted machine consisting of

many corporations developed by the manipulation

and combination of the jirivileges and monopolies

put by tlie farmers in the liands of several of our

vampire interests.

The outstanding fact is that in western Canada

the railway, which is a public utility, is con-

structed chieily at the expense or on the credit of

the people but is carried on for the benefit of the

special interests. The current practice of rail-

M-ays is to follow the golden rule of traffic and

that golden rule is to charge all the traffic will

bear. The railways consider their own interests

first, then those of the other special interests, and

last of all, if at all, those of the farmer.
'^ There is no difficulty in remedying these condi-

tions. All that is necessary for the farmers to

do is to put in power a government, the members

of which, or a substantial number of which are
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in sympathy with the farmers and not Avith the
special interests.

I can see no reason for blaming the railways
for charging the present exorbitant rates. They
are duly approved by government, supported by
the farmers. When a farmer takes to railroad-
ing, he is quite as ready to charge the extortion-
ate rate as any one else.

The profits of farming on the prairie are not
small, they are enormous, but the farmer gets only
a small part of the profits. The greater part of
them goes to the banker, the financier, the rail-
road, the manufacturer, the sucker and to other
assisted classes. If the farmer got the profits 1 ?
makes, the Canadian "West would bo the most
prosperous country on earth. It has made in one
generation many millionaires, thousands of rich
men, and tens of thousands of competencies.
None of the millionaires, none of the rich men,
and only a small percentage of those with com-
petencies are farmers.

If the money that has been made in the West
by farmers had lieen retained bv them, there
would 1)0 geno7-al prosperity not onlv among the
farmei-s ])ut among all classes. It would be widelv
distrdjuted, it would be in the hands of produc-
ers, it would be used as capital for basic industry
that can hold its own, unassisted, in free competi-
tion Avith the world. When the ))asic industries
of a country are prosperous, the Avhole community
IS prosperous, but the preying industries niav be
prosperous while the communitv groAvs poorer
On the prairies farming is the paramount basio
industry. Practically the whole communitv lives
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off the farmer; there is a small outside trade in

fish, lumber and coal, but apart from these the

only export trade is in the products of the farm.

Over ninety per cent, of the resident p^ pulation

lives off the farmer, directly or indirectly, besides

which the farmers support thousands of outsid-

ers. Some of these dependents are necessary and
give full value in ^orvice, goods or money to the

farmer, but the great majority of them are en-

abled by artificial restrictions and regulations to

take money from the farmer for which they give

no adequate return. The city population is alto-

gether too large on the prairie, probably twice

what it should be, the farming population is alto-

gether too smal- Under the existing artificial

conditions, there .»re enormous profits to be made
out of the farmer, people crowd into all kinds of

business to get a share of these profits. The
result is that where there is a cinch of some kind
a few people make great wealth, e.g., in banking,

manufacturing and transportation, but where
there is no cinch, trade is overcrowded and
unhealthy.

Let me take the three-tined fork as an illustra-

tion of how the credit system, the limited market
craze, and the high transportation rates dovetail

into one another to do up the farmer. The manu-
facturer manufactures on credit for a credit mar-
ket, he pays high prices for buildings, plant,

machinery, material, supplies and freight. He
sells on credit at credit prices but he has the
advantage of good banking facilities at reasonable
rates. He manufactures on a non-competitive
basis, he has a legal fence built around him to shut

iEti*vi,^i'-'-^'?<Si'': »»-W^'*Al|»Ii.«1 :-"'VM;'-«^--aa5'-
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off competition, and thus he lacks one great in-
centive to business efficiency. He is pampered at
the pubhc expense, which means chiefly at the
farmer's expense. The farmer is told that there
IS cornpetition between Canadian banks, between
tanadmn manufacturers and between Canadian
railways. This is an absolute lie, and everyone
knows It IS a lie, except, of course, the farmer.He swallows it for gospel truth. There is com-
bination between Canadian banks, between Can-
adian nianufacturers and between Canadian rail-
ways. 1 he th-ee follo^ving tables are largely self-
explanatory and indicate the enormous losses to
the farmer by the existing conditions

:

THE THREE-TINED HAYFORK

frd Tts'''*^'^

^^ying market-credit basis-high

Cost of manufacture including material,
wages and overhead charges . . ' 17c

Manufacturer's profit 12c
Enhanced price to countervail duty . . . .

.

3c
Enhanced price for credit 2c

Manufacturer's selling price oZ
Cost of freight .'.'.'.'.".'.""

2^
Railway's profit on freight ........ . . . . . i^

Jobber's buying price ^
Jobber's profit .'.'.".*.".".'.'""

9cEnhanced price for credit .".*.....'
3c

Jobber's sellins: price TJT
Cost of freight .'.'.'.'.".".'.".'.""

2c

Wtkmi^<'Y^T.li!!F;^imSMtKyB^n^ ^si*
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xiailway's profit on freight 2c

Retailer 's buying price 53c
Retailer 's profit 18c
Enhanced price for credit 4c

Price to farmer 75c

Open buying market—cash basis—fair freights.

Cost of manufacture, including material,
wages and overhead charges 16c

Manufacturer 's profit 10c

Mamifacturer 's selling price 26c
Cost of freight 2c
Railway's profit on freight Ic

Jobber's buying price 29c
Jobber's profit 8c

Jobber 's selling price 37c
Cost of freight 2c
Railway's profit on freight Ic

Retailer's buying price 40c
Retailer's profit 15c

Price to farmer 55(.

Open buying market—cash basis—fair freights—co-operation.

Cost of manufacture, including material,
wages and overhead charges 15c
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Manufacturer's co-operative profit 10c

Manufacturer's selling? price 25c
Cost of freight (less than) ,.,., "2c
Railway's co-operative profit (more than) Ic

Distribution price 28c
Cost of distribution 3c
Cost of freight

i^.

Railway's co-operative profit ic

Retailer's buying price 33e
Retailer's profit 12c

Price to farmer
45^,

The freights in the tables are approximations
only, as, of course, they vary according to dis-
tances and even cents have been used.
The hay fork is now manufactured in Canada by

a combine which, of course, fixes its own selling
price, the general customs rate is 221/, per cent

,

and prices are enhanced just enough to retain the
market for the Canadian maker. Some forks are
imported and pay the duty. The manufacturer
makes an abnormal profit by reason of the tariff
the credit system and the transportation. He
sells by the car load to a jobber, either directlv
or through a broker or manufacturer's agent It
is difficult to import in car lots because, though itmay be possible to import certain lines of goods
there are other kindred lines on which the duty is
prohibitive and this makes it more difficult to
import in car lots.

y.w^r^mi
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The loss to the manufacturer from giving credit

is small, but it and the cost of doing business on

a credit basis are a factor in making the manufac-
turer's selling price. The jobber sells to the

retailer on time, and here the credit factor is a

large one. The retailer sells to the farmer on
credit and here credit is a still larger factor in

pricing. If the farmer had banking credit he

would buy for cash, thus enabling the jobber to

sell cheaper, and giving the re' liler much greater

freedom in buying wherever he ^vished. He is

now largely limited to the jobbing house with

which he has established credit relations.

If the protective duty were removed and the

hay-fork could be bought in the open market,

there would be a great reduction in price, the job-

ber and the retailer would both have an enlarged

market to buy in.

If there were co-operation between the manufac-
turer and his labourer in manufacturing on the

one hand, and co-operation between the manufac-
turer and the retailer in merchandising, it would
be possible to reduce the number of jobbers very

materially. Co-operation between the railway

and its employees would also reduce freights.

The retailer is a necessary factor in merchan-
dising. Farmers sometimes blame him for the

high prices, but the fact is the retailer is just

making a li\ang, in many cases a precarious liv-

ing. He and the manufacturer are necessary, the

jobber can in many cases be eliminated and the

efficiency of the manufacturer can be largely in-

creased by putting him up against competition.

The tendencv has been for the manufacturer and
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the jobbei to make larger profits and to reduce
the retailer's profit. The catalogue house is a
new factor, and the final effect of this form of

merchandising is going to be enormous. The
retailer is complaining about the catalogue houses,
but he sliould direct his complaint against the

jobber and the manufacturer. In the long run the

manufacturer and tlie retailer will have to get

together on a cash basis and eliminate many of

the jobbers.

The reductions in prices in the above tables

under improved conditions are conservatively

estimated. In the case of large articles, the reduc-
tion in price would be much more.
There is no distinction made in the public mind

between credit for money loaned or for truck,

that is, goods sold. There is a vast difference
and there should be a clear distinction. Credit
for money advanced should be cultivated and en-
couraged, it is true commercial credit, and that
is just what I am urging the farmer to provide
for himself. Credit for goods sold for consr
tion is truck, and should be discouraged and even
penalized. When a man borrows money, even il

he is paying a high rate of interest, he knows whac
the penalty by way of interest is, and he is get-
ting real coin of the realm for which he can get
goods at a reduced price. When a farmer buys
goods on credit, his vendor charges him with two
enhancements on cost, a commercial profit and an
addition for credit. The latter is a speculative
addition which cannot be fixed on any definite
basis between man and man, because the credit
the purhaser is paying for is not his own credit
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but the credit of all debtors who buy on credit.
Trucking in this way is improvident and injurious
to the community, and should be discouraged by
the laws, not encouraged as it now is. The
creditor, not the debtor, should be penalized as is

now the case. In sorne provinces a debtor can be
imprisoned for non-payment of such a debt; it

would be far more equitable and effective if the
creditor was imprisoned. He is the person to be
blamed for trucking, not the debtor.

Credit for money should be encouraged, credit
for truck should be discouraged—they are alto-
gether different.



CHAPTER V

FAR^I SERFDOM
"For I ain wpnry and am overwrought
"With too much toil, with too much cjiri' distraught."

For seven months in the year the fanner and his
wife get up at 5 o'clock in the morning and work
till 8 o'clock in the evening, the toil is heavy and
unremitting. For the other five months they work
from seven to seven. They labour not only long
hours, but the work is speeded up. Their work
is constantly pressing them. In the old lands
farmers work long hours, but they work more
slowly: here, climate, atmosphere, and industrial,
educational, and commer-ial conditions unite to
make the farmer work hard—too hard. In one
word, the toil is inhuman. Ine I'armer works
longer than his horses, because the horses can't
stand it. As a matter of fact, the farmer can't
and doesn't stand it many years. He works harder
than the slave worked in the cotton field. It is
true some farmers do not work hard, but they
simply fall down and quit, the farmer has to work
15 hours a day or fail. He works his hired help
as hard as he and his vdie work, with the result
that nothing but necessity drives a man or a
woman to serve on a farm. Labourers, male and
female, go to the towns and pick up a precarious
living rather than work on a farm, and they are
dead right. It is possible to get men to put in a

(59)
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couple of montlis' work in haiw' ! timo whon
wa^os aro hij!;lier, but it is iniposMb! to ^iA a per-

niaiu'iit supply of men for farm lal» ntrors. They
will work on the railroad witii »iid: and shovel,

tliey will mine, or Itimber, (, c ish. i- starve in

preference to ?;oinp on a fan* I'h" o.ily reason

wliy a farm servant works tlie » !<'ni; liours now
is because the farmer himself d i\s \\. It is prac-

tically im])ossible to get a man on • fnur \( v . x

15 hours a day if the farmer i; ti M jcinu;

himself. Farmers' sons and dar>i t r» re

anxi'»us to g-et off tiie farm,—th'-y .^e-'' Uk iiape

of their fathers' and mothers' 1 acks.

I see the farmer toiling: behind the harrow in

the hot sun from early morninjr till late evening,

begrimed with sw at and dust, while the crows

sit in the nei.diboiiring trees, and utter their

approi)riate sardonic caws at him. The farmer

tliinks himself free, and he is free to toil, but he

is impiisoned by a wall of circumstance that

leaves him fiee to toil only for anotiier, not for

himself.

The scene makes me too hot for utterance. Not
the mere toil, that in moderation is a boon to any
man, but the fact that while the farmer is thus

labouring, there is sitting somewhere in the shade

a at greasy sucker, waiting till the farmer grows
his crop, when he will sally forth and lift the

greater part of it. That ij why I get hot. But
I waste my heat, I can't do anything, all I ask

is the privilege, figuratively, of kicking that lazy

sucker and his kind out into the work-a-day

world where they will have to earn their own
living instead of battening on the farmer, but the

Wl^ .mv^-'/'^^^^W.
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I <l(tn't woiuUtfanner won't allow me to do it.

the Clows caw at him.
What results do the farmers ^^et? The results

\ary greatly aeeordinii to conditions, and tlu'v

must be judged hy the failures as well as hy the
successes. Tlie capable farmer who has been
farming f<.r ten years, and wiio lias enough capi-
tal, is making wages, and interest on his capital
investment. TIk' average farmer, with averatre
soil and with average capital, is having a strua^-ie
to keep even. If the man is below the average,
or the farm is below the average, or if the ca})ital
IS short, in a large percentage of cases he goc- to
the wall. As I have already stated, conditions are
growing worse. Fifteen years ago a man eorild
begin farming and get a foothold easier than he
can to-day. A little hei-e, a little there has been
added to the burden. The owTiers are leaving the
farms to tenants, the father dies and none of the
sons wall take up the burden. More farms are
vacant in the older settled districts. More farm-
ers are constantly getting on the ragged edgj of
bankruptcy, the marginal economic condition, and
a drought or a hailstorm, or an attack of sickness,
or loss of horses, or a visit from the bailiff causes
them to topple over into the broad stream of
failure.

Conditions have been growing steadily w^orse
for the farmer and steadily better for the special
mterests, with the result that for the three years
before the war began, the farmers' profits "were
smaller than they had ever been and the profits
of the banks, the manufacturers, and the railwa\'s
were higher than they had ever been.
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The worst result is the moral one. The ethical

equation between the classes has been disturbed

and the perversion of the natural laws of produc-

tion and distribution to gratify the avaricious

desires of one class in the community has led, as

it always leads, to economic degeneration, in the

despoiled class, and economic degeneration leads

to moral decay. In the dominant class, it has led

to parasitism, which is another road to moral

decay.

In a paragraph in the press, the superintendent

of the prairie branches of one of our largest banks
has painted a bird's eye view of the little farming
district on the prairie. Here it is

:

"Dots on Map have Boundless Wealth."
** You take an unknown, unheard of, little pin-

point on the prairie. It cuts no figure and
it is regarded as of no consequence. It has
no visible elaborate machinery, no great

factories, and yet it pours forth a vast

volume of food products of the highest

value to the whole human race, its extra-

ordinary productivity being due to the rich

fertile soil of the Northwest, and the kind-

ness of Providence."

This is a simple, truthful statement of what
the little district is doing for the world and it is

very illuminating as to the point of view of the

banker. He sees a little hamlet and from it he
sees a vast volume of food products of the high-

est value to the human race, and his mind passes
by the farmer and hai-ks back to the productivity

of the soil, and Providence as the cause of it.

He doesn't want to bring the farmer into the
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picture. He knows the farmer is there, the liv-
ing, moving cause of tlie Vcast volume of food
products of the highest value, but the farmer gets
?o little of this vast volume himself that it is not
pleasant for the banker to c(msider him. The
presence of the farmer would at once induce the
question ''If the farmer produces such a vast
volume of products of the highest value, whv is
he so poor?'^ It would jar on the moral sense to
have him m the picture. The slave oAvner who
boasted of the vast productivity of the cotton
fields naturally felt delicacy about introducing
the slave into his picture. The thing jarred on the
moral sense.

Oh! wary bank superintendent, your glasses
are well adjusted. You see the vast volume of
food products of the highest v.-uae—vou see the
fertile soil—you recognize the kindness of Provi-
dence and your bank vaults make clear to vou

1.U m,"" *^^ '"'"P P^^i^ f«i'th boundless
wealth. That is all you see.
But I see persons as well as propertv—I ^eehuman beings with bodies and souls, who till the

rich fertile soil and produce the boundless wealth
ana I believe that the kindness of Providence in-
tended that a fair share of that wealth should
beJong to the human beings who pour it forth

WJien I look closer, I see men and women all
around the little dots on the map, toiling long
hours, living m small, inconvenient, unventilated
houses-clad in coarse garb-with few of the com-
forts of life-without its luxuries-in loneliness
and isolation-many of them near the economic
margin. I see them worrying over the risks of
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the industry, hail, drought, frost, disease among

stock, or sickness among themselves, because any

of these may put them off the dot. I see that

there is such strenu6us toil that there is not tmie

for culture, leisure, art, companionship or ideal-

ism. I see the trade mark of their toil and worry

branded upon them too early in life—his bent

back, her melancholy. Their hearts are heavy—

the tenor of their talk is of the risks they run,

the dangers they hope to avoid, the fears they

have of the outcome of the season, the probabili-

ties of paying their bills, the certainty that some

of their neighbours are doomed, the regrets that

they cannot overtake all the work to be done.

I see that they are at the mercy of the man from

whom they buy and him to whom they sell—I see

the increasing number of bills on the file, and I

see that as the season of crop selling draws near

they are more worried than ever, because the bills

fall due before the crop can be sold. I see the

collector on his beat, and always in the back-

ground I see the bailiff a few laps behind the col-

lector. I see that as the years go by, a good many

of them drop over the edge and disappear econ-

omically, a good many more give up the unequal

struggle when an opportunity comes, -nd a few,

a very few, fight it out through the long years

and reach competency and independence.

I see that they are not satisfied with their lot-

there is continual change, some going, some com-

ing, but each one is fighting his battle alone, they

are not helping one another. I see that they make

great wealth, but it is taken from them by others

and tlioy are grooving poorer, rather than richer.

^;^9m:sii,.7 ^£f»'i^^'t^&%ml
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themselves, and as I hear them pray ''Deliver
thou me for I am poor and needv and niv heart is
wounded within me," I wonder if this is* the kind-
ness of Providence the bank superintendent pic-
tured.

The only compensation they have is the open
country aboat them, which nourishes bodv and
soul and keeps them and their children true men
and women, tho' very foolish ones.
But I sec another picture. I see the bank super-

intendent himself and many kin to him—they live
amid large dots on the map—toiling short hours
—living m good houses—with the conveniences of
life—with many changes of raiment—with all the
comforts and many of the luxuries of life—in
social companionship—with abundance and to
spare—I see that they have small cause to worry
they have e-( ry provision that has been devised
against the risks of industry—insurance, hospi-
tals doctors. I see that their toil is enjoyable-
that they have time for culture, leisure, art, com-
panionship and idealism. Their hearts are light
and care-free-their talk is of their hopes and
joys, their successes, their prospects, their enjov-
ment and their pleasures-they too have regrets,
but they are regrets that they cannot overtake all
the pleasures that offer. I see them in mid life
him, hearty and full of ease, and her, amid natural
and artificial happiness. They have plentv and
to spare—they waste more than these others
spend-the collector and the bailiff come to them
too but only to get directions as to how far they
shall worry these others. I see that, as the vears
go by, they too drop out, but only that they may

•^«i.j w^ ^r4?-'-r..4"«ft&
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have more ease anJ leisure. And I think, per-

haps this is the kindness of Providence that the

bank superintendent had in his mind when, in his

cushioned pew, I hear him sing in mellifluous

tones

:

*'I shall not want. He maketh me to lie

down in green pastures . . . Surely good-

ness and mercy shall follow me all the days
of my life.

'

'

And they do not want any material thing. They
want not, they waste, but they have fatty degen-

ation of both the liver and the soul.

I have taken up these three handicaps in farm-

ing (1) lack and cost of banking facilities, (2)

restriction of the farmers' buying market, and

(3) excessive cost of transportation, simply as

outstanding instances of the method in which cer-

tain special interests ride on the back of the

farmer. In all these cases the farmer himself has

the remedy in his own hands, but he doesn't use

it. Indeed, it is not logical to speak of his having
the remedy. He has by his ballot actually put the

inte»"ests in power, they schemed the various

sc]i*'inos, but the farmer has carried them out him-

self and he persists in carrying them out. What
the farmer has to do is to remedy himself.

I do not think that any farmer doubts that this

is a splendid agricultural land, that natural con-

ditions are admirable, and that the farmer should

be prosperous, comfortable and contented.

I do not think that any farmer doubts that arti-

ficial conditions have been created that detract

from tlie favourable natural conditions, and take

from him so large a part of his production that

M^' j^ i^im-iamfyn
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farming is a hard life and one in which ability,
hard toil, and some privation are required to make
a fair living. He knows that the middleman who
ives off him, with less ability, lighter toil, and
little or no privation, succeeds better than the
tarmor. He knows, too, that the men higher up
the banker, the manufacturer, the jobber, thegram dealer, the speculator, the railway man, and
all who herd vnth these, live in wealth, luxurv and
extravagance, while their toil is merely nominal.He knows that the farmer creates the greater part
of his wealth and that it is in the distribution
tliat tJie other fellow gets the lion's share, and he
believes that the distribution is absolutely unfair
to liimself.

I do not think that any farmer doubts that bv
a reasonable and simple exercise of the law-mak-
ing power, the distribution of the wealth he
creates could be made fairer to himself
He knows he has the power in his m^Ti hands,

but he perpetuates the existing unfair, economic
conditions and continues to create new adverse
conditions. That is where the rub comer

In Russia there is a political autocracv that
dominates government, in Germany there is amihtary despotism, in Britain there is a large
measure of class government, in France there is

Holland, Denmark and Switzerland there is a
greater or less degree of popular government, in
the United States there is largely government bv
the people. In each and every one of those coun-
tries the farmer has better and cheaper banking
facilities, pays less for what he buvs, enjoys

w^-T^tmrnM-"!"
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lower freight rates and gets better prices for his

products than in western Canada. A few years

ago the farmers in the Tnited States suffered

nearly as badly as the Canadian farmers did then,

but in recent years conditions have greatly im-

proved there. Here they have grown worse. The
American farmer now buys at a less price and

sells at a higher price than the Canadian farmer.

In nearly all the countries mentioned, farmers'

banking facilities are good, the prices of what
they buy are fair, even the prices of those articles

they buy from Canada are in many cases lower

than the price the Canadian farmers pay for the

same article, and in each and every one of these

countries the railways are owned by the people

or freight rates are effectively controlled by the

people. The simple fact is that the farmers in

the old lands could not go on if artificial condi-

tions were as bad as they are here. The farmer

here can exist on a smaller share of his produc-

tion and a correspondingly larger share is taken

from him. The special interests have certainly

applied the Biblical maxim to the farmer, that

from him unto whom much has been given, much
will be required.

In Canada we have in form governir ent by the

people, but the corporations and the subsidized

interests rule Canada more absolutely than the

autocracies rule Russia, Germary, or any other

country in the world. They not only rule ab-

solutely, but they rule more selfishly. The farmer
has been producing great wealth. The special

interests have been dividing it up among them-

selves. The linancial interests, the railway com-

iri'«^^B[«»»aa©i£.T;-^ ..- ^xr^-^^
^
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panies, the manufacturers and kindred eorpo ra-
tions have been most prosperous. Thev have got
a larger share of the profit of growing grain
than the farmer. They have been kicking the
farmer because he doesn't produce more than he
does—'Moshurun waxed fat and kicked." Given
a fat financial man, especially one from the east,
who cannot see his boots over his stomach, he
comes west m a parlour car, spends two days at
e^ch of the six best hotels between the Lakes and
the Pacific, takes a few auto rides, and he goes
back to Toronto and writes a wise article on the
shortcomings of the western farmer. He pro-
bably doesn't know enough about farming to grow
pumpkins, but he is downright anxious to do two
things— (1) to urge the western farmer to produce
more than he does now, because he and those who
train with him get the lion's share of this in-
creased production, and (2) to justify himself to
himself for exploiting the farmer as he does and
lifting the greater part of his crop. He therefore
blames the farmer. But the fact is, the farmer is
a competent business man, a more competent bus-mess man on the average than the urban dweller
It takes iiu)io |,rains sueecssfullv to conduct afarm under existing disabilities than it does suc-
cesslully to carry on a privileged industrv. The
farmer has not only to work without artificial
assistance but he is actually carrying an artificial
load. The farmer who has poor business capacity
IS found on the farm, but only temporarilv-con-
ditions drive him off the farm into the town. Thetarmer who goes into urban business is far and
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away more successful than the urbanite who goes

into farming.

In order to be a competent farmer on the

ordinary farm, it is necessary that a man have a

very considerable range of capacities. He must

be a grain grower, a stock man, and an operator

of machinery, he must have financial and business

ability, he must be able to boss workmen, he must

be a labourer himself, and he must have business

integrity. A farmer on the prairie without a

handicap might lack some of these qualities and

succeed, but under existing conditions, the farmer

who lacks any of them fails in the end. It is

only the hand-picked farmer who can hold his

own to-day. One of the cute arguments of the

interests is that the farmer is not farming pro-

perly, and that this is the cause of his deplorable

condition. But the scribe of the interests is well

satisfied to say this, he never comes down to the

logic of hard facts by demonstrating it himself. I

have only one request to make of this class of

defamers of the farmer, and that is, **show me."

When the defamer, with a small capital, under

existing conditions, comes down to earth and

shows me how he makes a success of farmb'^-,

then I will admit he has an argument, now he has

only scurrility. I admit freely, nay I proclaim the

deficiency, the culpable deficiency, in one respect

of the farmer, his lack of combination. In-

dividually he is the superior of the urban dweller,

collectively, as a class, he is inferior. Union is

strength and in this respect the farmer is weak

as water. The neat point is this, should the

farmer permit economic conditions to be so bad
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that the average farmer cannot get a reasonable
return from farming?
Time was, within the memory of living men,

when on these fair prairies there were neithei
banks, nor railways, nor manufactories. There
were only the simple industries, farming, fishing,

hunting, lumbering, milling, weaving, carpenter-
ing, butchering, tanning, tailoring, shoemaking,
wagonmaking, merchandising, boating, teaming,
lawyering, doctoring, preaching, money-lending.
The result w^as prosperity, wHde-spread, economic
and moral well being. Any man wiio worked had
plenty to eat, to wear, to use, and to give away.
It couldn 't well have been otherwise, the soil was
as fertile then as it is now—and cattle as easy to
raise. The farmer raised farm products abund-
antly, there was more produced than the people
could use, and they accordingly were well-to-do.
The farmer could borrow money under reasonable
conditions, he had the whole world to buy and sell

in, and there was no class of people in tlie com-
munity who lifted any of his products without a
fair return. Transjmrtation was high but it was
fair, the farmer got transportation at cost plus
a fair profit. The middleman was operating in an
open market. In short, tliere were no privileges
and no restrictions, and there was n\ore produced
than there was used, so the people couldn't help
but be prosperous. Tliere was a shoiiff in
those da} s but he was a terror only to wrong-
doers. He was an agent of all the people, not of
a class.

To-day the farmer on the same prairies pro-
duces more abundantly, he also consumes more,
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bnt the margin between wliat he produces and

what he consumes is greater than it was in early

days. If he got this margin, he would be pros-

perous, very prosperous. He only gets a trifling

part of it and he i^ poor—the interests get it

nearly all and they are rich. The natural econ-

omic laws have been warped and twisted till the

farmer is tied as tight as a shearling sheep and

just for the same purpose—shearing. The

farmer makes more wealth and more profit than

he did under primitive conditions, but the wealth

and the profit go to the interests.

The banker, the manufacturer, the middleman

and the railway company all work together to

fleece the farmer. I do not moan that they make a

comprehensive plan covering the operations of

shearing the farmer. Each one develops his own
scheme for getting wool along the lines of least

resistance, and these schemes have gradually

articulated into one another till the whole thing

works like a well-oiled clipping machine. Wlien

they got through with the farmer, there is just

about as much left on him as the farmer leaves on

a wether. I have heard a farmer complain w^hen

a sheep grow a short crop of wool, and in just the

same way I hoar the special interests complain

if the farmer grows a short crop. The special

interests do not consider the farmer's interest in

the crop any more than the farmer considers the

wether's interest in the fleece. They both cut as

close as they can, and if they snip a bit of hide

here and there, it doesn't matter, i.e., it doesn't

matter to the farmer if he takes a bit of skin here
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and there off the wether and it doesn't matter to
the special interests if they nip a hit off the
farmer.

It has heeome evident to the interests that the
farmer is not doirijE: so well as ho has been do-
ing, not because the farmer's share of t)ie profits
of farming is smaller—thev are not worrying
about that—but lost tlioir own share of'tbe
profits be jeopardized. Tlioy are, thorofoie,
casting about for means to increase their share of
the products of the farm. Thev are full of ad-
vice. Here are some of many remedies proposed
by the interests—more demonstration farms-
more demonstration railway trains- hotter roads
—advances of live stock—loans to farmers to in-
crease crop acreage and live stock-assistance to
townspeople to get on farms-government aid for
breaking up prairie land—aid for creameries ana
cheese factories—government loans on mortgages
-closer settlement-intensive cultivation-a gov-
ernment survey of farming conditions-farmin-
commercial travellers. These remedies are all
directed to various symptoms of the farmer's illsand many of them nre worthy of attention, butnone of them go to the root of the trouble. The^e
romodies might control some of the symptoms,and It they did to that extent they would assist
the farmers, and to a greater extent, the interests.

cu^e of't^f
'' ""^*^^"^ *!^^t ^'ill effect a radicalerne of the farmer's condition, and that is thathe special interests g^i off the farmer's back. The

vhatTs thi'^r'
'^' 'T P^^f-^«y-they know

^^hat is the real cause of the farmer's small pro-

wm^^m
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fit but they don't want to remedy the real cause.

Tlie Old Man of the Soa never getH off liis victim,

and in very truth, such is human nature that he

never thinks lie shouM. Why should a broker,

who makes $5,000 a year dealing in farmers' forks

and similar articles, owing to the restricted mar-

ket, be expected to look on himself as an incubus

to the farmer? The farmer has made the restric-

tions, or rather he has let someone else make them

in his name, he in any event is permitting them to

continue, and the broker is using these conditions

to gather in $5,000 per year. I think the broker is

within his rights. I think the farmer is an unmiti-

gated ass to pay the broker $5,000 per year with-

out getting any return.

The interests will do anything but the one thing

needful. They know the true state of affairs, they

stick well together, and in this respect they are

the very opposite of the farmer—the farmers are

one class, the interests are several classes, but

the one class scatters, the several classes cohere.

The bankers would be pleased if the manufac-

turers would let down the bars and if the railways

would let do\\Ti freights,—the banks would then

get a bigger share. The railways would be pleased

if the bankers would let dowTi the rate of interest,

and if the manufacturers would let dowTi the bars

—the traffic -would then stand more freight. The
manufacturers would be pleased if the banks and

the railways would let down interest and freights

—the farmer would then be able to pay more for

goods. But each one stands by the other, and you

don't hear a whimper in public by one about the
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other. Thoy are nil sitting tight because if ever
the iar.uor kicked and threw one of tl,,.,,, h,.
would be likely to kick again and throw another
The interests know, they are wise, they stick
together.

The banker may not like to see the (a riff or
freiglits go higher, but if they do he never squeals
in public—the manufacturer mav not like to see
interest and freights go u,), but ii the) do, he
never squeals in public-the freiglM ninn mav not
like to see interest and the tariff soarin- but ho
never squeals in public. The sMcri^d interests
never were as united and as strong as tlv^v m..
to-day. They are strong financiallv been.-.-..' they
have been getting the profits of tlie prairie farmed,
they are combined as they never were before,
they have the price, they have the organization,
they have the newspapers—thev are politicallv
supreme m Canada. No government could with-
stand the banks, the manufacturers and the rail-
ways, no government would try to withstand them.
They are really the government. Thev are riding
the farmer hard and fast, an.l even the fear that
they will ride him to death will not induce them to
get off even temporarily. The special interest is
a vampire, it sucks and sucks and the less it gets
the harder It sucks. I don't see any prospects of
the interests dismounting. The farmer has giventhem a leg up and he hasn't asked them to get
off. No

!
the interests are not going to get off

th^e back of the farmer till the farmei- putfthem

Since a time long before tho days of King

mt^^mf
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Da^^d, the predatory nomadic Arabs have raided

the farmers on the edge of the Syrian desert. But

in practice the raiding is commuted for the pay-

ment by the farmers of a tithe of their products

and this blackmail is called by the euphemistic

name of ** protection." Our predatory interests

with their statutory right to extort can give points

in the matter of protection to the untutored Arab,

who is satisfied with a nominal ten per cent. The
Arab doesn't keep a mansion, nor six servants,

nor a yacht, nor three autos, nor a champagne

cellar. It takes thirty-five per cent, ''protection"

to do that.

Our subsidized interests are money-mad, they

worship the golden calf. The making of money
should be only an incident of life but it has be-

come, with the interests, exaggerated into the real

end of life. Property, money, lands, capital,

stocks, bonds, interest, dividends, and the power

and luxury which these bring, are the only prizes

they see hanging on the tree of life. They over-

look manhood, womanhood, character, self-con-

trol, loyalty, culture, religion, morality. This

debased view of life has its centre in the counting

house of the interests and it radiates to every

relation of life till even the church cries "give,

give as insistently as any. The corporation is

the ohief instrument for the realization of this

view of life. The interests over-reach the farmer,

on the one hand, and they grind down their own
labourers and others in their power as nuu-h

as they are able, on the other hand, in order that

their dividends may be the greater. The grind-
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Hig of the coiniiion people in the mills of tlie prey-
ing interests is so gross a process that it grates
upon even the most hardened hmnan being, so the
corporation is used as the instrument of their
rapacity and it is a litting instrument:
'*A huge man-beast of boundless savagery."
It IS an artificial personalitv based on money

mstead of manhood, it represents the personifica-
tion and deification of property, it is measurable
only m terms of dollars. It has a mind but no
soul, it has no inherent moral qualities to counter-
act this gross materialism. It has no wife, nor
child, nor home, nor feeling, nor ideal, nor moral
purpose, nor any of those human attributes that
tend to elevate the race. Tlie corporation is
notorious as a law-breaker. What in man is im-
morality, is m a corporation only illegality. When
a corporation steals it violates only the criminal
law, not the eighth commandment, but even when
it IS a criminal, it has neither bodv to jail nor
soul to damn.
The officer or servant of the corporation will

defend in the corporation what he will -ot defendm himself personally, and he will do for the cor-
poration what he will not descend to do m his own
interest. He detaches himself morally from the
corporation and acts for it on a lower plane than
he acts personally.

Through the corporation, the special interests
have captured so great a part of the wealth of
Canada that they control it; propertv interests,
not human interests, govern the country. They
have grasped wealth without earning it, thev have
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become intoxicated with the stimulus of special

pri^dlege till they have reached the stage of money
madness.
The corporation is not necessarily an instru-

ment of evil, but it does lend itself most readily
and effectively to over-reaching, illegality, and
corruption in economic and civic life. It operates
chiefly in the city, and there it exercises its most
malign influence. The open country is the only
antidote for the materialistic tendencies of the
corporate interests. The farmer has lost his

wealth, hut he has thus fat retained hib human
qualities, lie still values men more than property.
The grasping corporation is not on its native
heath in the open country. I trust it never will be.

And, lest we forget, let me repeat once more,
for this whole rotten condition, not the interests,

but the farmers, are to blame. You, the individual
farmer, out in the open, are clean and fair, but
you are cultivating a crop of noxious economic
weeds in the civic field that threaten to destroy
every good growth. You hold the plough of
politics, you sow the seed of privilege, you direct
the harrow of commerce, you build the highways
of distribution. No one else but vou can clean the
field. *'Thou art the man".



CHAPTER VI

THE REMEDY: ECOXOMIC CO-OPERATIOX
"When the fight begins v.ithin l.ir...M,.irA man's worth something."

There is no question about the farnior being in

ft the"b,f
•'''""'^'^'""'"' '^' '''''''''' recognize

knovit T'''n T^^'^ ^*' '^' ^^onomists

If 7.1' ! V^^ *^^ ^^"''^' ^^'^« ^« Wind to it.

large y, lie is getting substantial gross returns

ests take the greater part of his production and

and'h-rfV"; *^T-^^-^-- ^-^'-i to enable' himand his family to exist and carrv on farming
operations on a much loAver plane han n.Hu bfdone. On the whole, for the last few ^ear he isgromng poorer. For a time the Cc I'htivevalue of his land was increasing, which'^ v l^nfalse hopes, but even this has now cease<l Thefarnnng population in the settled districts isgro^^ng less. The tenant is superseding theowner. In a word, farming is becoming decfdent

noJm'alZr '' ^^^—^-e farmer, undernormal healthy, economic conditions, on our fertile prairies should bo at least the following •

(1) His hours of labour should not exceed

^9^ n^uV" """^"^^^^ and ten in winter.
(2) The share of his production retained bvthe farmer should pay wages for the farin

<79)
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work of hiiiisolf and his family, interest on

his investniont, insurance for tlic risks of

tlie industry, and a reasonable profit.

(3) The aniount'retained should enable him to

live comfortably, pay his way, educate his

children, establish them in life, and provide

a comi)etency for himself and his wife in

old aj2:e.

In order to attain this XiOJ'ition, the farmer nuist

retain a much larger part of the value of his pro-

ducts, or, to reverse it, he must hand over a nnich

less part to the interests that prey on him. This

result can readily be s(H*nred by restoring the

natural, economic conditions of life and industry,

to do which it is necessary to undo the artificial

restrictions which the farmer has placed on him-

self. He must make the interests that he is now
carrying, dismount and walk on their own legs,

and if they cannot do this, he imist insist that the

capital, and nuMi, employed by these interests,

engage in some self-sustaining industry.

Will the farmer do this! Only tlie fanner can

answer that ([uestion. But one thing is certain,

if he does, and before he does, he must be lK)rn

again, born of the spirit of freed<mi, self-reliance,

and manhood—of the spirit of consciousness,

realizati(m, and union. His s,;irit is to-day only

removed a step from tliat of the serf—he is not

the c!)})tain of ins own soul—he harks to tlie gone-

by ages, and meekly does what he is told. His

soirit recognizes a master. He is nn individual

opposing an organized multitude. Me must learn

that his ()'-('upation is the noblest, most nec^essar},

most fundamental, and the most prol'table of all
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the professions, and that it should be the dominant

t'o Ifad "to" ^ol/'^r^l''
"' °"«- He muX™

to lead to follow, to obey, to command, to serveto trust to be loyal, to be unselfish, to be grateftl'and to discipline himself. He mus learn toSindependently, to think for himself. The fight Ubetween human souls, on the one hand, and w!a th^d the power of wealth, on the other hand. Helpwill come only from within, not from withoutBefore the farmer had that two-edged weaDonthe ballo
,
in his hand, it was chivalfous forTheoutsider to take his part, but it is neither chiva r^nor common sense, nor ordinary business prS^dence, nor duty, for anyone to lend a hand to helpthe farmer out of the economic slough in wWchhe insists on wallowing, the less so! when thefarmer declares that he isn't in the slough or i?he IS m, that he can get out without anyone's

he fl™r H^ ^
'" ";? °* "* " "°rt»' '» help

'ealtv Vr> ''"f™ ' ''""^^' *''<' meaning „f.ealty to his own class, or loyalty to his ow^friends. I grant you, it does look hopeles T^™rst feature of it is, that the farmiT^ meeWvaccepting an economic position in which he is notgettmg more than a labourer's wages and thahe IS acquiescing in it without putting I'.p a fight

he ISkS 'h! r:' "k f".*"« "P '" fi^ht when
mf ^^^^^^» ^^ IS m bad shape.

StrterfamVv^r;' ^'"""^ "' '"^^ '^•'^ t^-itedorates tame has done surprising things in thelast decade. It was thought impo^sMblcU at heshould do what he has done. The United States
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special interests have been checked at the three

points with which I have been dealing. The bank-

ing system has been remodelled, contrary to the

views of the bankers. The customs tariff has been

materiallv reduced, and freight rates are under

some measure of control. All these changes have

been made in the interests of the common people,

and through them much substantive relief has

been obtained. But the outstanding feature is the

fact that the common people, composed largely ot

the farmers, have got together and checked the

interests. It has given the farmers a conscious-

ness of their owti p< ^. and this, above all, is

what they need. The i uited States farmers re-

volted against the domination of the political

parties by the interests, in one case breaking

away from the political party, and in the other

case, dominating the political party themselves.

Their victory is not won—they have made tem-

porary gains, but the interests will umte more

closely than ever, ar)d seek to regain the lost

ground.
. , ^i p

In Canada, duriiig the same period, the farmers

have accomplished nothing politically, on the con-

trary, thev have lost ground, but the prairie

farmers have done something economically m the

way of co-operation, they have united in the Gram

Growers' Associations, and in the United Farmers

of Alberta, and they have established the Gram

Growers' Grain Company. These measures of

co-operation have given them some consciousness

of their own existence as a class.

But, above all, the farmers of Denmark have

achieved. They have developed from poverty to
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affluence, from disorganization to organization,

from individualism to co-operation, from a posi-

tion of inferiority in the state to a position of

dominance. They are an object-lesson to the

farmers of the world, and were it not for what
they have done, I would have thought it utterly

useless to appeal to the Canadian farmers. But
what the Danish farmers have done, the Canadian
farmers can do. I wish I had the tongue, and the

pen, to rouse them to a recognition of their de-

cadent position, and to a realization of their

power. Some day the tocsin will sound, and the

giant will wake out of his economic sleep and
transform these prairies into a veritable garden
of peace, plenty, and power.
The whole life of the prairie farmer needs

awakening, and reconstruction, but at the base of

all there must be a change in the economic con-
ditions, whereby the farmer will get a fair share
of the reward of his owm industry. To accom-
plish this, the farmer must (1) develop class-

consciousness, (2) organize, cohere, and co-oper-
ate, (3) use the ballot.

Class-consciousness. It is useless for the farm-
er to hope for economic improvement without
combination. He is a stark individualist. His
farm is his little kingdom, he is in com})etition,

not in combination, with his fellow farmers, he
does not fraternize, he has no community spirit,

he lacks class leaders, there are few, if any, com-
munity institutions, or community meeting-places,
there is no communal life. This individualism
obtains not only in the small, or local, community,
but in the larger sphere of provincial and national

M
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life. There is no organization of farmers, as
such, that can speak for the farmers. There are
organizations of bankers, manufacturers, railway
men, merchants, professional men, mechanics,
labourers, middlemen, teachers, and other classes,

that voice the opinion of the class. There is no
class sentiment among the f irmers, and if there

were such, there is no organization to express that

sentiment. There is no class confidence, no fra-

ternity spirit, no feeling of comradeship, no com-
munity interests, no brotherhood, no common
ideal, no self-consciousness, on which to base a
farmers' organization that can speak for the

farmers. There are, of course, organizations

based on some phase of farming, but there is no
organization, based on the common class interests,

that professes to speak for the farmers generally.

The other classes, all other classes, meet as bro-

thers, they have kinship, they recognize common
interests, they unite on the basis of economic
solidarity. They may be of different colours,

diverse races, opposing religions, varied social

positions—they have points of diversity, but they
meet on the common ground of class unity. The
farmer does not do this—he must learn how. He
must cultivate the class spirit. Ke must educate
himself, and his children, to the level of com-
munity life. He must emulate and encourage his

neighbour in craft combination. He must Teach

his children communal loyalty. He must study the

historv of the Danish farmer. He must actuallv

work and spend for the advancement of the agri-

cultural interests. And confidence in his neigh-

bours is the keynote of combination.
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Much of this work may be done outside of any
specific organization. One of the best agenciesfor this work is the rural school. The trastee,and the parents should see to it that theSw
t^T A 1 ^* "^ inculcated, that the com-

me >oung. How many schools on the prairiehave ever perfoi,..ed this simple dutvf Pra^tically none How many farmers take the trouble

deal ?f rf°"
'^'" '''"'^^^"' '" ">« home tie

TuT •
^™' f'ew, toofew.

J he simple answer may come from the heart ofthe reader that the fanner doesn't want to stavon the farm himself, much less does he ,4sh h;^children to stay. Agreed. The farmer who rea^^

ondiUo^^is™.!"^
'""' ""''^^ '"''»*-^ --on econditions, isn't very much of a man but thefa mer who has the real stuff in hinWs ;ot go urto let himself and his children be run off the farmby the adverse eon.litions, he is going to make

l^rwant Jl'""^
"'"* "'^^' ^''°""' '^' -"then he^Mll want to remain on the farm. The lot of the

r'u /""""'• '""""'^ •>« «" admirable one Lshould do reasonable labour, he should have reaenable leisure and recreation, he shouldTara
reasonable income with these, he should be v 11

Parmin^'^^rin
'' '"' """ "'" »" *e old farm.! arming will never come into its own till thefarmer is contented and happy on the farm androoted m his attachment to the soil. Thei Wexample, as well as by precept, he can teach his

m^m
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children tliat the finest possible life is that of the

prairie farmer.

The farmer must—I say, must—make the laws

of distribution suflfieiently fair to himself to enable

him to keep his heart, and the hearts of his chil-

dren, attached to the farm. It is a downright

disgrace to the farmers that they have played the

part of dumb, driven cattle till they contenm their

own occupation, as too many of them do. I am
not asking the farmer to keep the hearts of him-

self and his family in attachment to the farm, as

it is to-day. I am insisting that he take up the

white man's burden of making the economic con-

ditions of farm life such that a white man, or a

man of any other colour, and his sons and

daughters will find life on the farm a comfort, not

a burden. The very task of making conditions

right will attach the whole family to the farm.

The school to-day is educating children away

from the farm ; it should be, and can be made, a

vital force in keeping them on the farm. The

ideal set up by the public school to-day is that of

the individual man who goes out into the world

and makes a salary of $500 per month, or a for-

tune of $500,000, and that of the woman who has

fine raiment, leisure, social position, and a purse-

ful of money. This ideal is wholly selfish, the

school should teach nature, work, social service,

and citizenship, not the mere getting of money.

Teach the child these, and his heart will find

satisfaction in the open country. Then do away

with the existing economic injustice, and there

will happen in Canada what has happened in

Denmark.

m^jti.
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The Sunday school can be made to do like work.
The school and the Sunday school are two of the
democratic institutions left to the fanner, and he
should use them. The church has got away from
him, it once was governed largely by the farmers,
but tJie denomination has become as great a cor-
poration as the railway, or the bank, and the
farmer has little to do with its management,
except to pay the levy made on his local church.
It IS sympathetic with the interests, and they
with It. The church, outside the Sundav school,
IS no longer a sphere in which the farmer prac-
tises, or exercises, his democratic faculties. But
too often the church is used to get him to cast his
ballot against his own class interests. The church
stands for lionesty, but given a railroad man, who
has bribed Jialf a dozon legislatures, rifled the
public treasury, bullied his workmen, over-reached
the farmer, and corrupted the electorate—if he
pays $100,000 out of his ill-gotten gains to mis-
sions, the church will say, ''God bless you, my son
sit up higher." Generous financial support of
some church is well recognized as the cheapest
torm of insurance against public attack for extor-
tion or corruption. The interests have attached
the church to themselves with golden chains

Social communal life should be cultivated Pride
should be taken in the local countrv interests.
Good roads, gardens, flowers, trees,' the social
circle, recreation, games, the graces and comforts
that are available should all be used to their full-
est extent to develop, and to cultivate a spirit of
contentment, especially till economic conditions
are better. In a word, the farmer must develop

vnH'd..^' (XBun
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social life consciously along rural farm lines. He
must recognize that the tendency to-day is away

from the farm, anS he must set himself to work

to counteract this, and turn the current the other

way. The farmer's son wants an education to go

into business, the farmer's daughter wants an

education so that she can teach school, and event-

ually marry the young professional or business

man. The best blood is getting away from the

farm, it is going to the city, where it deteriorates.

Farm life must be made more attractive, and this

can be done, to some extent, even under the

present stress. There Is one phase of advance-

ment along social lines that strongly recommends

it—it is inexpensive. It requires some thought,

and a good deal of effort, rather than money.

To summarize, much can be done by individual

effort, family influence, school work, Sunday

school teaching, and by social union, to engender

class-consciousness, and induce class loyalty.

But much of this work must be done by, and

through, the local organizations. The farmer

must support the district organizations, the Farm-

ers' Institute, the Grain Growers' Association,

the United Farmers' Association, the seed grain

fair, the local exhibition, the local cheese or butter

factory, the ploughing match, the good farming

competition, the beef ring, the dairy association,

the sheep breeders' organization, in short, what-

ever local farmers' organizations there are in his

district. These are a positive benefit in them-

selves, but beyond that they are an educative

influence in developing class coherence. The com-

munal spirit must begin with the vicinage.
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Loyalty to local class interests, open, express,
notorious loyalty, is an essential.
And through all this, there should be kept be-

fore the old, and the young, the great slogan of
the open country, that the land, and the profits
of the land, should belong to him who farms tlio
land, not to him who farms the farmer. I don't
care whether it is in Russia, Mexico, Ireland,
Denmark, or Canada, there is only one wav to
secure national peace, plenty, and prosperity , and
that IS by allowing him who tills tlie soil to reap
the reward. Then, and only then, will all the
people be prosperous and contented.
There must be leaders, both men and women, in

this work, and the strongest, the best, the most
intelligent farmers must take the lead in the
work. It must be done on a democratic basis.
Heads must always be counted, everv farming
man, every faiming woman, the retired farmer,
the manservant, the maidservant, the school
teacher, and the Sunday school teacher. The
whole rural population' must be educated in
cohesion. The consensus of opinion of the whole
farming community must be considered and
catered to. Not only must the permanent estab-
lished farmer be taught that he is of the class,
but the weak, the transient, even the derelict.
Every man in the farming district should be
permeated by the farming-communitv spirit. This
can be done, it has been done, and it must be
done right here on the prairie, or the decadence
of the farmer is bound to grow apace. There is
no means under heaven to secure such conditions
as will build up a strong, self-reliant, prosperous,
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agricultural community, other than the conscious

combination of the farmers to that end. What
the farmer needs more than anything is glue.

Coherence, organization, and co-operation. The

road to co-operation leads up through class-con-

sciousness, social fraternalism, spontaneous initia-

tive, organization. As I have said, the develop-

ment of class-consciousness m9,y be largely out-

side any formal organization, but the formal

organization is one of the best means of cultivat-

ing this consciousness. Apart from this indirect

benefit, farmers' organizations are an essential

to class progress. Colievence and co-operation

can only be attained through organizations, both

local and general. These organizations must be

industrial, commercial, and political.

By industrial organizations, I mean organiza-

tions for the purpose of improving the methods

of farming, such as ploughing matches, good

farming competitions, seed gram fairs, agricul-

tural exhibitions, farmers' institutes, good roads

associations. These are essential in every com-

munity of good farmers. But apart from the

prime end for which they are intended—the bet-

terment of farming methods—they are of great

value in bringing the farmers together and teach-

ing them team-work. This is a by-product of

these organizations, but one which is often as

valuable as the main product. It is a good thing

to grow two blades of grass, or two heads of

grain, where only one grew before, even if the

second blade of grass, or the second ear of corn,

goes, as it does now, largely to a rank outsider,

who does not toil for it, and the organization that
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1

brings about this result is well worth supporting.
The by-product of such an organization is the aid
and incitement it gives to class coherence, which
coherence is the only means of getting the benefit
of the additional blade of grass and the additional
gram for the men who produces them. It cer-
tainly must dull the spirit of the good-farming
organizations to know that when, by improvement
in the methods of agriculture they increase pro-
duction, the greater part of the increase is taken
from them, and only a trifling part left for the
producer. Notwithstanding this, the farmer must
persevere in the good work. He must stand up
to his task like a man, because the poorer he gets,
the easier it is to impose upon him. Good-farming
organizations are a positive good in themselves.
They are, beyond this, I repeat, a means of educa-
tion in coheren' .

The combination of farmers in commercial
organizations is essential to the farmer in secur-
ing a fairer share of his production. Industrial
combination has to do chiefly with the incidence
of production, but commercial combination has to
do with both production and distribution, and par-
ticularly with the incidence of these in which the
fai " is most flagrantly imposed upon. Farmers
musi combine, both in producing and distributing,m buying and selling, and they must combine
locally and generally, that is to say, there must
be local organizations, centralizing in larger
organizations, general organizations with local
branches, and purely local organizations. There
have been a good many farmers' organizations of
which some, such as farmers' stores, granges,
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manufacturing concerns, and local elevator com-
panies have not been in the main successful, while
other organizations, such as cheese factories,
creameries, horse 'syndicates, live stock associa-
tions, and fire insurance companies have been
very successfully carried on. All of them might
be successful, there is no inherent reason why
co-operative associations, such as local farmers'
elevator companies, should not be successfully
operated, except the broad underlying reason that
there is not sufficient coherence among farmers
to make them go. Take the local farmers' eleva-
tor companies, by way of illustirtion. Some of
them have been very successful, they have been
operated for years in competition with line grain
houses, they have given satisfaction to their
patrons, they have paid dividends to their stock-
holders, and they have been an influence in mak-
ing competing elevators give better treatment to
the farmers. But, on the whole, there have been
too many failure^ among them, caused by the
half-hearted support given to them by their own
shareholders, and other farmers. Competing
elevators have been able, by temporary advances
in prices, to secure the grain trade of the farmers,
even of the shareholders of the farmers ' elevator.
Strong elevator companies have, by this means,
put many individual farmers' elevators out of
business. The result has been well worth the
effort and expense on their part, as they have in
a very short time recouped themselves for the
money spent in putting the farmers' elevator out
of business besides giving a body blow to farmers'
co-operation generally. It is evident that in-
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f'slhrttlT"' fr'^"" <="""•" '"""d SO long

be selL 7 '" "" "'^^t"'' constituency ennbe seduced from supporting it by a ten.porarv.ncrease m the price of grain. DisloyauHs a]^ys fatal to any organization and it is absMutelv"necessary that the farmer develop the spWt ofloya ty before individual farmers- elevaoJs andsmn ar organizations can be successful merethe farmers' elevator has been successful therehave been usually a few clear-headed far, ers.'^control of ,t, backed by a band of fa th"ul meS

nrice''? i""'
^' '"""^^•J •»• "" increaset^hepnee of their grain to be disloyal to their o™

rvera"i'T-
''"""'^ '°^'" «'«'" farmerj^^ftaverage business capacity, would form a nucleusto keep an elevator in operation, but in manvcases he twenty have been lacking with tie result

of failure. The one thing lacking has been ttco-operative spirit. Without the development o?his faculty of combination, the farmer is bou.°dto continue to be the prey of any class that doescombine, and not only is this the case, bu Hougho be the case. It is not a mere question of busmess or commerce, it is a sociological question It
.8 a simple physical law that two bars of Iron a"^tronger than one, three than two and so o . It s

areTr' '?."'' sociological fact that two men

1 IS the law of accretion and combination. Tenm«. who unite are stronger commercially and«onomica ly than five hundred who scatter The

of comb nt^ r"l """^ "<" "^'''' »P to tl>^ lawot combination has been the cause of the failureof so many of their organizations. Where it has
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been easy to combine as in the eas. of the Mutual

Fire Insurance Company, co-opeiation has suc-

ceeded, where it lias been more difficult, as m the

case of the local farmers' elevator company, it

has failed. The elevator business is an easier

business to carry on from a commercial stand-

point than the fire insurance business and it is

more profitable. Tho farmer has failed m the

easier business, he has succeeded in the more diffi-

cult business because less active ccmibmat^on has

been required in the difficult business than m the

easv one. Farmers' store, have seldom been sue-

cpssful because consistent, permanent co-opera-

tion is required to make a c-operative store a

success. Individual acts of co-operation such as

subscribing and paying for capital stock m tlie

Btore companv and buying from the store from

time to time are performed by the farmer readily,

but such individual acts of co-operation simply

spell failure; there must ho a persistent course ot

co-operative buying founded on active interest to

make a co-operative store a success, and that can

be based only on a heart schooled to the value o

co-operation and a will determined to cari> it

""""An outstanding measure of success has been

attained by the larger farmers' orgamzations,

The United Farmers, The Gram Growers Asso-

ciations, The Farmers' Eleva^^r Companies of

Alberta and Saskatchewan and The Gram Grov.

-

ers' Grain Company. The last three, which are

commercial associations have been made 30ssible

bv the inspiration from t^ e first two, wmch a^^

clas« organizations, devoted to the interests of the

^#^:4i:cr^l:'^^^
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farmer, and wliieli, if supported by tlio farmers
generally, mi^dit become organizations that could
speak authoritatively for the prairie farmers.
These five organizations have proved effective
means of combination. They are supported by
a large number of farmers and thev have been
of much direct benefit. The Grain Growers' Grain
Company has prevented the diversion of millions
of dollars from the pockets of the farmers to the
bank accounts of the special interests ; it has been
well managed on the whole and the farmers have
given it a substantial measure of support, but it
may be said to be still only in its infancy. It
depends on the farmers tliemselves what its
future is to be. It is gradually widening the scope
of its operation? and strengthening itself finan-
cmlly, but it is not yet past the stage Avhere the
interests might, if a favourable opportunitv arose,
be able to crush it. The men who organized The
Grain Growers' Grain Company and those who
have carried it on have done a work so valuable
for western Canada, under the most adverse con-
ditions, that if it had been done for any other
class in the community, the railw ays, the banks,
or the financial corporations, some of these men
would have been knighted. But, of course, no
farmer is ever knighted. The men who have made
The Gram Growers' Grain Companv are men of
vision and men of action. They have had the
brains and the ability to execute and the courage
to endure. They have achieved, not for them-
selves, but for their fellow farmers. They have
made a rallying place for the farmers of the West,
a centre from which has emanated much inspira-
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tion to those who look and hope and strive for a

new day for the man who tills the soil. Only a

part of the farmers of the West support the Com-

pany and its position is therefore not sure. It

should have the hear+y support—the moral and

business and financial support—of every prairie

farmer who wishes to see a higher stage of devel-

opment on these prairies. There has been a happy

combination of idealism a* 1 hard, practical com-

mon sense in the conduct of the Company. It is

a living, active embodiment of successful commer-

cial co-operation among farmers, and even if the

special interests succee-'ed in wrecking it to-mor-

row the history v.f its achievements would stand.

The Farmers' Elevator Companies of Alberta

and Saskatchewan w^ork with it and th^y shorld

all receive a constantly increasing support.

The United Farmers and The Grain Growers'

Associations are class organizations devoted to

cultivating the general well-being of the farmers,

and they betoken a growing sen.-e of the value of

class combination.

There should oe financial organizations as well

among the farmers. There is enough money, $250,-

000, invested by the prairie farmers every year in

joint stock company s^^ares to establish a bank.

They should establish such a bank at once and

support it with their deposits. It, in turn, would

assist the farmer with loans to the extent to which

the farmers suppoited it. The banking business is

the easiest and safest business in Canada, the

majority of the men in control of the banks in

Canada to-day would have difficulty in making a

living on typical prairie firms. No bank in
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Canada has failrd for many voars, rxc.pt tlir-.i --h

mismannponuMit, aii.l no hank in Cannla has cvor
failed hocauso <.f h.ss on farmoir, husincss. Farm-
ers' bankin^r husinoss is tlio safest and most imo-
fitahle l)anking hiisi; es«' tJiere is. It is infmiVly
easier to carry on a hanking hnsiness among
farmers tlian to carry on The Orain (Jrowers'
drain Company.
The farmer.s shouM have a Trust Company

dominated hy farmer.s. There are millions of dol-
lars of the money of farmers, living and dead, in
the hands of Trust Companies and farmers hold
many shares in these Trust Companies, but there
IS no Trust Company in the management of which
farmers have a voice. The interests control the
Trust Companies, and, as a consequence, the
farmer's capital in these companies when he is
ahve, and his whole estate when he is dead The
interests thus get control of great amounts of
farme-s' property, the holding, handling and
manipulation of which is of great value. There
are large salaries an<l fees paid, good dividends
are made, reserves are piled up, the inside know-
ledge of the stocks and shares of the companies
IS very valuable and there are many other op-
portunities which come from the control of Tiust
Company funds. The farmer gets no share of
this. He puts in his capital and his estate, and
in return gets a little from the fifth teat, while
there is a full ^ail for the interests. Whv
doesn't he put his capital in one Trust Companv
and his estat- business i- that companv also, if he
vnW insist on putting it with a companv? Why?
Just because he is a wooden-headed individualist

^'T'.4•
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who can be played by tlie interests. Tliere is no
reason why the farmer should P'»t control his own
capital—no reason except one, ho has no clasa-

conscionsness, he does not organize, he will not

co-operate.

Some one may reply that the farmers cannot

do this. It is l)ei!i<,' done here and n.»w. The
M<;inonit«s of the Hhineland Mennonite Reserve

in Southern Manitoba have their own Trust Sys-

tem, coiiiprisinj; throe strong, efficient, co-opera-

tive organizations. The.se act as trustees for the

Mennonites and for others, (^ne is incorporated,

two are not. The result is that the Municipality

of Rhineland is relatively the richest and most
prosperous numicipality on tiie western prairies.

The i)oople have now nearly enough capital for

their own needs. The rate of interest is six per

cent., they make practically no losses, there is no

litigation, the expense is nominal. The system is

wholly co-operative, it has been in operation for

nearly forty years, and it is an outstanding suc-

cess. The Mennonites brought the sysi> *n from
Russia, which our farmers are nuuh ir.clined to

look upon as a benighted country, but Russia is

far ahead of us in rural coherence. The whole

secret of the system is in one word, co-operation.

In Russia the farmers co-operate witli one an-

othoi-, but they are given to fighting the govern-

ment, lioi-e the farmers fight one another and the

interests govern.

^luch can ])e done by the farmer for himself

even under existing conditions by commercial co-

operation. Tie should establish co-operative flour

mills, packing plants, cold-storage warehouses,

IWF
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fnriiitis' ninrkcts, milk nTul produce rompnnips,
Iii<k' <'()iii|iniii('^. mid other .iiiiilar (t^^anizati^^n8

for doiiiL' his own iiul strial busiiu'ss.

Ifc has (Miouch capital now invested in concerns
(•(tntrolh'd l»y the IntfTcsts to ') this, Imt his
capital is scattered. ITc should concontrntp c

and kcop it under farmers' control. There is no
lack of husiness ability ar )ng farmers. They
and tlieir sons are doin^^ this kind of husiness for
the interests, and they can do it themselves.
The farmer doe-* not take kin<lly to following

farmer leaders ev . in commercial matters. It is

not exactly jealousy, hut it is akin to it. Take five
farjnen or outstanding^ ability who proposed to
start a commercial enterprise of any kind! It
would he impossible to get their nei^dibours to in-
vest in the enterprise. A p:lib-t(»nu:ued promoter
could p:et the same neighbours to invest in
a gold-brick scheme. Let me illustrate! One of
my farmer neighbours was a man of out? inding
business ability, which he showed in his rming
and in all his other business relatioi <?, bui farm
ers would have none of him. I cannot explain
just why. There was a measure of jealousy in it,

though I think that term does not properly de-
scribe it. They did not seem willing that one of
their own number should be given tlie position of
leader among them. What the farmers would not
do, business men have dc;ne. He is the manager of
a Trust Company to-day, and a successful one.
Four years ago he was a farmer. It is an easier
business proposition to make a success of that
Trust Company than it was to make a success of
his farm. He could readily have worked out a
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proposition for the fanners that would enable

them to borrow money at six per cent., and to

handle their trust business at a nominal expense.

To-day he is lending them money at eight per

cent., and making good fat fees on handling their

trust business. The farmers who do this kind of

thing are practically serfs and more than that

they ought to be serfs. They have the souls of

serfs.

The farmer must learn, as a condition of econ-

omic freedom, to co-operate in buying the tools of

his trade and his supplies, in growing his crops

and cattle, in storing and warehousing his pro-

ducts and in converting these into food products,

in milling, in packing, in cheese and butter mak-

ing, in selling his products, in providing capital,

in social and school work, in savings, insurance,

and protective associations, and in social, muni-

cipal, civic, political, and judicial concerns. The

field is so large that I can only mention the lines

of activity which the farmers' associations can

occupy. If our farmers would study and emulate

the example of the Danes in this field they would

do well.

I wish to avoid the appearance of suggesting

that farmers should attempt to monopolize any

line of business. All they have to do is to enter

the field and make a success of a very small part

of any line of business—take, for example, pork-

packing—in order to affect the whole trade in such

lines; nor should they attempt to go into co-

operative industry simply to make dividends.

The function of farmers ' associations is primarily

constructive and regulative; they will give free-
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dom, scope, and opportunity to the farmer in hus-
bandry, which must always remain the chief con-
cern of the farmer. In a word, the co-operation
of the farmer must be directed to one great end,
the conserving by the farmer of that share of liis

production which would come to him under the
free play of the natural economic laws.

Neither should the farmer hasten into all sorts
of co-operative combinations. Raw haste would
be fatal. To attempt co-operation without the co-

operative spirit would be simply suicidal. The
farmer must develop the fraternal spirit. He
must learn to fraternize, cohere, and organize,
and thus grow into co-operation.

It is utterly useless for the farmer to attempt
to accomplish anything by treating the symptoms
of the economic disease as he is now doing. He
has to go to the root of the thing and treat the
cause, this is the only way to effect a cure.



CllAPTER VII

THE REMEDY: POLITICAL COHERENCE
"All your strength is in your union,

All your danger is in discord."

The whole of the imposition upon the farmer is

chargeable to his own account. He doesn't need

to go beyond himself to find the cause of the econ-

omic bii-'den he bears. It is true that temporary

conditions, external to himself, aggravate or alle-

viate the weight of the burden. A series of bad
crops, or smaller prices for his products, or ad-

verse climatic conditions, or worse service by

banks or railways, or a decrease in production

make the burden heavier. On the other hand,

good crops, higher prices for them, favourable

seasons, better banking or railway service, or an

increase in production make the burden lighter.

There is, however, tliis difference, there is no

increase in the share he gets of his production

when unfavourable, external conditions press

upon him. But if external conditions improve,

the share of his production which he retains is

made smaller.

When I have written thus far the so-called Do-

minion war taxes have been proposed for the

avowed purpose of raising more revenue. It is

a simple matter to raise more revenue ; all that is

necessary is to determine the amount of revenue

to be raised, then to divert to the government that

(102>
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amount of taxation now being paid to tho int(M-
ests. But to that, of course, tlio interests would
object and they are tlie government. Thev think
that owing to the war there mav be a highor price
for farm products, and tliat, owini,- to this, the
farmer's share of tliis production will be worth
more than it has lieen heretofore. Continued
aggression is a condition of maintaining a false
position. They are determined that thev, not the
farmer, Avill get this increase, and the "tax is so
levied as to get this increase for themselves. The
war is to them an opportunity to inch in. The
customs duties further restrict the farmer's buy-
ing market. The net result is that at a time when
the farmers of the West are so poor that manv of
them have not seed grain, the interests are deter-
mined to seize all the advantage from the pros-
pective increase in prices. The greater part of
the alleged war taxes are so levied that in the end
the farmer has to pay them. But in addition to
the tax he pays government, the tariff ciianges
make him pay millions more in taxes to the inter-
ests. For every $1,000,000 in revenue the govern-
ment will Q^i, the interests will get $r),000,000.
T]iis is not a Avar tax, the war is the excuse. It
may be said to be a war tax in one sense, it is a
tax levied on the farmer in order to enable the
interests to get the whole benefit of the increased
war price of farm products.
Nearly all the new tax will be paid in the end by

the farmer. The corporations will pay much of
this tax in the first instance, but thev vdW collect
it from the farmer. They are perfectly justified
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in doing so, that is the intention of the legislators,

including the representatives of the farmers.

There has been a great improvement in the

breeds of horses, cattle, sheep and swine in the

last thirty years. It is easier to breed and grow
to maturity a good draft horse than it was a gen-

eration ago. It is easier to produce a twelve

hundred pound steer, or a good milch cow or a

two hundred pound hog because by breeding the

varieties have been improved. "We have also bet-

ter producing varieties of wheat, oats, barley and
grasses than a generation ago. Has the farmer

got the benefit of this improvement in the different

kinds of live stock and grain? Not one dollar

of it. As soon as tiiere has been any improve-

ment that enables the farmer to produce more
than he has done, the interests have let out a loop

in their purse strings and have levied another

burden on the farmer. They have got the bene-

fit, not the farmer. I have heard many farmers

say in the last couple of years something like

this, ''Marquis wheat is going to prove a boon to

me, I ^yi\\ increase my yield of wheat five bushels

per acre and that increased yield will put me on

my feet." I have said to some of them and I

have felt like sa^Hng to all of them, "Why, you
fool, can't you see that if the cultivation of Mar-
quis wheat increases the yield of wheat five

bushels per acre over the whole country it won't

do you any good, the interests -w-ill levy on you
for the five bushels per acre?" That is the fact.

Let me suppose an extreme case ! Suppose that

in 1916, there is introduced a variety of wheat

that vields 30 bushels to the acre as easily as we
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now grow 15 bushels—and in 1917 a variety of
oats that doubles the present yield, and in 1918 a
variety of barley that doubles the present vield—
and in 1919 a breed of cattle that are only half
as costly to make into beef as the present breed
—and in 1920 a breed of horses of which two can
be raised as easily as one of tlio present breed!
What would happen to the farmer? I can hear
my farmer friends say gloatingly, ''We would
all be rich in ten years." But they wouldn't be
rich. If there should be such an linpit cedented
advance in agricultural production as I have sup-
posed, it might be difficult for the interests to
crank up the economic machine rapidly enough to
overtake the increase and the farmer might get
a temporary benefit, but it would be onlv a few
years till the interests levied the full measure of
the increased production. We have the alleged
war tax now. We can have another increase on
account of the inevitable war debt, then anotlier
increase to pay war pensions, and various in-
creases in interest, and freights, because capital
is scarce. When the interests are in the saddle
anything will do for an excuse to drive faster.
A patriotic excuse is the favorite excuse, and
there never was a finer opportunity to display our
patriotism. After the war is over the interests
might become so patriotic that they would have
Canada give a hundred millions pounds to Great
Britain to aid in payment of war expenses. Who
could object to such a loyal gift? Incidentally a
tax would have to be levied to provide the hun-
dred million pounds and the tax would be so
levied, incidentally, of course, that the interests
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would get five hundred million pounds out of the

farmer while government got one hundred million.

Excuse or no excuse, the interests would soon get

the increase.

Farm production does not increase by leaps as

I have supposed but it is steadily increasing

through new methods of soil culture, improvement
in machinery, more i)roductive varieties of grain,

better breeds of animals, improvements in trans-

portation, and various other means. Thus far the

prairie farmers have allowed the interests to get

the whole increase in production, the farmer has

got none of it.

When I hom'^steaded on the prairie 33 years

ago, the fa mer got just about half of the value

cf his production. If he produced $700 worth

from a quarter section of land he retained $350.

To day he retains about 35 per cent. If he pro-

duces $1,000 worth from a quarter section he

retains $350. It takes much more capital to farm
a quarter section of land to-day than a generation

ago, the farmer has to be more competent, the

production is larger, the risks are greater, the net

return to the farmt r is about the sann . The
fanner handles much more money, but he handles

it for his masters. He pays tribute to the inter-

ests. In slavery days in the South it M^as esti-

mated that slave labour cost the agricultural

slave-owTier 40 per cent, of the slave's production.

Under feudalism or serfdom the vassal or serf

always got more than 50 per cent, of his produc-

tion. I certainly see no reason why the predatory

interests in Canada should wish a return to feu-

dalism, serfdom or slavery, they get a larger
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share of the production of the farmer under our
system than they would under the most vicious
system of feudalism, serfdom or slavery that ever
existed. The farmer takes all the risk, he works
harder than the slave or the serf would. He is
free and more intellip^ent, he produces more and
IS easier to handle politically as he is than if he
were a serf, or a slave. There is a chivalrous
section of the people in every land and age to
maintain the cause of the vassal, the serf, or the
slave. But the farmer won't let anyone befriend
him, he is as likely as not to turn and rend the
man who tries to aid him; still lie will not help
himself.

Politically the farmers straddle. The interests
combine, the mterests govern, the interests are
justified in governing according to the rules of
the game. Every man has his ballot, the majoritv
of the ballots govern, the farmers have the major-
ity of the ballots, but they never cast them to-
gether and they never govern. The interests com-
bine in balloting, the farmers scatter. That is
what the economist means when he says that
pcb'tically the farmer is a fool, and the economist
is right.

The result is that the interests make the laws
and make them to suit themselves, thev send their
representatives to the legislature for that pur-
pose and their representatives carry out the pur-
pose. There are representatives of the farmersm all the legislatures, but they are a negligible
quantity: they scatter just as tlie farmers scatter,
they kill one another's votes. The farmers are
largely the debtor class and the laws are made by
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and for tlie creditor class, consisting largely of

the privileged interests.

The interests catch the farmer coming and go-

ing, they soak him' on what he buys, they cinch

him on wliat he sells. The scheme for over-reach-

ing liim on his purchases is twofold— (1) the

creditor class by means of restricted markets,

high freights, and lack of banking facilities, oper-

ating through the truck system, enhance the

prices of what the farmer buys, and (2 the

creditor class by creditor-made laws u^^e the

courts as cMlection agencies and make the debtors

pay the cost of collection.

Our whole economic system is ba'jed on the idea

of getting the debtor class to buy at enhanced

truck prices, and then of giving the creditor class

evt ry possible weapon to make the debtor clasc

pay these enhanced prices. As I have pointed

out, our banking system is made for the creditor

class. There is no place for tfte debtor class to

get credit in money, they get credit in truck and

every inducement is held out to the debtor class

to truck. Then the creditor-made laws aid the

creditor class in wr'mgmg these truck prices from

the debtor. There is the chattel mortgage—an

invention of the devil, if ever there was one—and

the lien note and the conditional sale agreement,

its twin brothers. I have heard arguments in

favour of retaining the chatte! luortage for actual

advances of money made on such mortgages.

Apart from this I have never heard any defence

of these villainous instruments. The chattel

mortgage, lien note, and conditional sale agree-

ment should be wiped out. These cost the farm-
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ers thousands of dollars evorv voar, and tliev arc
no manner of benofit to the c'onununitv. They
aro a part of the truck .^vstem, whereby farmers
are made to pay greatly enhanced prices for
commodities.

Our ccurts are made for the creditor class.
Our whole system of making the losing party pav
the costs of the successful party is in the interests
of the creditor, the man with money. It just
means that the parties to eyery contested law-
suit are staking the aMount of each other's costs,
and the railway cor[)oration can stak^ $500
easier than the farmer can stake $5. The cor-
poration takes the $500 out of tl.e farmers to
begin vath. Party costs are a penalty on the man
who seeks justice, he must submit to wroni? or
risk the penalty. The risk is litile to the creditor
It is much to the debtor. The parties should be
put on an eyen keel as far as this is concerned, and
each one should be made to pay his omti costs.
Party costs were originally leyied on the man

who had done a wrong, but the practice has been
extended by the interests to all cases. These
should be strictly limited by legislation to cases
of actual wrong, such as oppression, o\er-reach-
ing, deceit, fraud, and unnecessary proceedings.
Party costs are bad enough in 'contested cases,

but they are yillainous in uncontested cases. The
farmer owes a corporation $200, he admits the
debt, he is willing to pay it but cannot do so. The
corporation sues him for the amount, gets jud"--
ment against him for the debt and the court fees
and a subsi^utial sum in addition for costs. TIson
if the bailiff comes into the game the debtor has
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to pav him. It will take anywhere from $250 to

1300 to settle the $200 debt. In otlier words the

debtor pays the costs of maintaining the courts

and the cost of collecting debts from himself, and

all for the benefit of the creditor.

In some jurisdictions the creditors are not satis-

fied with that. If the debtor does not pay they have

made provision for putting him in jail. Tiie whole

system is economically unsound. tVie creditor

class has built up this system.by which the debtor

is treated as a wrong doer and the creditor as a

much injured innocent. The court is for the

benefit of the creditor, not that of the debtor. The

creditor is more able to pay than the debtor, but

the system says the debtor must pay for main-

taining the court for the benefit of the creditor,

and beyond that for collecting the creditor's debt.

The credito" has gradually so developed the

laws that detault in payment is treated as a

wrong for wdiich the debtor should be penalized

in costs, and that no other facts except non-pay-

ment should be taken into account in determining

party costs. Let me illustrate ! Millions of dol-

lars worth of farm implements have been bought

by farmers on the solicitation of agents of corpor-

ations who induced the farmers to buy by deliber-

ate lying about the implem- nts sold. The agents

got the farmers to sign contracts agreeing that

the lying statements of the agents were not to be

brought into question in the matter of the sale.

Other terms of the contract were equally vicious.

The courts enforced these contracts and made the

farmers pav principal and interest, and notwith-

standing tiie agents' lies made the farmers pay

Txmi^.fih:
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the corporations' costs. The United Farmers of
Alberta g(»t lojrislation that put a crimp in this
orgaiii/('(l lying Imisiiiess and seme of the other
villainies in these iinjilemenl contracts, and now
in Allx'rta machine agent; ..re limited in their
lying to the same ext mt that a horse trader is

liniite<l, and they are very sore about it. \\\\{

the business of party costs in uncontested cases
still stands, and the bailiff still works for the
creditor and draws his pay from the debtor. In
all the other jurisdictions the agent of the cor-
poration still has perfect freedom to lie in selling
machiiiery and the fact of his lying cannot be
taken into account even to the extent of reliev-
ing the debtor of the creditor's law costs. Iti

other words the villainy of the agent cannot be
l)rought home to his principal even to the extent
of making him pay liis own costs. Tlie only fact
taken into account i> the fact of tlie del)t()r being a
debtor.

^fark you, I am not blaming the over-reacliing
corporation or the lying agent for this state of
affairs. Given the opportunity to make money
easily by over-reaching and by Ijdng and liuman
nature will not resist the temptation, particularly
when the man who does the ovei'-i-eadiing or ly-
ing lias the goal ])efore him of l)econiing a noble
knight if he over-reaches or lies very success-
fully. I lay tlie })lame Avhere it belongs, on the
farmer.

Here is an extreme case that illustrates the
workings of the system. A binder that cost less
than .$50.00 to manufacture was sold to a farmer.
Tlie farmer, from time to tin-- 1 $300 oii

ia?.*'<^y ft. >' v*.;^ '.s!&^. ^Ul^*».:i*M'Sf»»'.-
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nccount of tlio i»iiicliUf«o price, intorost, costs aiul

other cliaiK'';^- Ho never refused to pay, but

there ])einp $li(H) still h»ft unpaid he was put out

of l)usiness. Other. faninTs had to pay the $2(X)

for the corporation went on paying the same big

dividends. The farmer is a derelict, the com-

niunity is the loser, the corporation is immensely

ric}i and its representatives re r«)lling in luxury.

A number of the cinehes the fool farmer puts into

tl, uids of the pampered classes, came into play

in the case of the binder, the restricted bring

market—the high rate of interest- the enormous

freight rate—the lien note—the chattel mortgage

-the creditor's law costs—and the bailiff's

charges. \Vhat language can be used in regard

to a class in the community that sanctions such

economic treatment of its own members as thist

Tji't me give one other simple instance of

creditor legislation carrying out the same class

idea, f
^ a creditor gets a judgment against John

Smith 1, ' can register his judgment in a Land

Titlos Oilice against the name of John Smith and

it binds ^he lands of John Smith, but not only is

the John Smith in question affected by it, but

eve. y other John Smith, John A. Smith, John B.

Smith, or John C. Smith, who owns lands, has to

go to the trouble and expense every time he deals

with his own land of proving that he is not the

creditor's John Smith. Not only is the creditor

nllowod to tie up the lands of his lebtor. John

Smith, but he is allowed to worry every otiier man

who owns land whose name is John Sniiih or John

Smith with variations. The only reason there is

for sucli ridiculous legislation is that the creditor
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makes the law. There is no reason why the
creditor siiould not be required to register his

judgment against the lands of his debtor John
Smith, but that would entail some trouble, and
in order to avoid the trouble he puts every other
John Smitli in the community who is a land owner
to nmch trouble and expense. It is his law anu
he makes it to suit himself.

Another simple illustration; a personal one.

For years I received notice from a bank that
notes made by me were held by the bank. I made
no such notes, but I had regularly to write the
bank to repudiate these notes. If I didn't I would
be liable to pay the notes to the bank. That may
seem too ridiculous to be true, but it is a fact. It

is creditor-made law and T feel free to say that it

is good law—for the creditor.

The attitude of the civil law is against the
debtor class of which the farmer is the greater
part and getting to })e a larger p.nrt. The laws
are made ])y those whose interests are ovMOsite
to those of the debtor class and the laws reflect

this opposition. The whole attitude of th*^ criminal
law is against the criminal class. It is meant to

be so. It is deliberately made antagonistic. Our
civil Dominion and provincial laws are in the
same way antagonistic to the debtor, but the anta-
gonism is covered up as much as possible. The
feeling of the public toward the criminal is that
he ought to be hoTiourable, and so keep out of the
clutches of the criminal law, and the way is open
for him to do so. The attitude of the creditor
class tow\ards the debtor is that he should buy on
credit but that he should not be a debtor. They
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use every device which they can suggest to keep
him in the debtor class, undue prices, high inter-

est, enormous freights, the truck system, and then
they turn the thumbscrews of the law on him be-

cause he is a debtor. There is no direction in

which the debtor class can turn that is not barred
high by creditor-made legislation or creditor-

made difficulties. There is no thoroughfare for

the debtor, he has to jump hurdles to get out of
the debtor class. He cannot plant potatoes till

he pays the creditor a tax for the privilege of
buying a hoe, he cannot cook his potatoes without
paying a tax on his coal, the pot he boils them in,

the salt he seasons them with and the fork he eats

them mth. The provincial and the Dominion
laws are alike in their attitude to the debtor. The
Dominion laws are perhaps more antagonistic,

but that is because the creditor class can get a
longer leverage A\dth many of the Dominion laws,

and they apply to the whole country. Provincial
laws vary in the provinces. They haven't that

instrument of rascality, the chattel mortgage, in

Quebec.

The farmer is outside of the circle that makes
the laws, he does not know what it feels like to be
able to say to his fellows, **It would be a good
thing to change the law in this way, let us do it

!"

He has no proprietorship in the laws. But the
creditor class feel that the laws are theirs. They
have a proprietary interest in them, and it is quite

in order for one of them to say to another, '
* That

would be a good change in the law, let us have it

made," and they get the change made. Does the

farmer- ever consider who originates all the new
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laws that are yearly made! It is very simple, a
member of the creditor class tliiiiks of some
change in the law that will benefit him or pre-
judice some one else; he makes a note of it, and
sends it to his representative, or sees the repre-
sentative, and it is talked over by a few on the
inside: it is brought up in the legislature and
passed. There isn't one item of legislation in a
hundred proposed by individual farmers. They
do upon occasion propose changes in tlie laws,
Avhcn they get together, in connection with school,

municipal, or simila'-, matters; these proposals
sometimes become law and sometimes they do not.

The proposals that are enacted are those imposing
burdens on the farmers ; the proposals that are not

enacted are those relieving the farmers of their

burdens. One of the most astute Canadian poli-

ticians is credited wdth having said that the farm-
ers are the easiest class in the community to legis-

late for, tliey never ask for anything, and they

never get anything.

In both the provincial and Dominion spheres
there are many matters of the highest concern to

farmers which demand legislative and executive

action. Here are a few among many provincial

matters

—

1. Legislation, financial aid, and advisory as-

sistance in the establishment and operation of
farmers' co-operative cheese and butter factories.

2. Legislation, financial aid, and advisory as-

sistance in the establishment and operation of
farmers' co-operative packing and cold storage
plants.
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3. Legislation, financial aid, and advisory as-
sistance in the establishment and operation of
farmers' co-operative pure bred stock associa-
tions.

4. Legislation, financial aid, and advisory as-

sistance in the establishment and operation of
farmers' markets.

5. Legislation, financial aid, and advisory as-

sistance ill the establishme-ii and operation of
farmers' protective, credit, benefit, savings and
trust associations.

6. Legislation, financial aid and advisory as-

sistance in the establishment and operation of
farmers' co-operative elevator companies.

7. Legislation establishing rural agricultural
High Schools and placing the conduct of these
and of the rural Public Schools under the execu-
tive control of the rural ratepayers, in order that

the pupils may be educated towards the farm
instead of away from it.

8. A fair representation of real farmers in the
governmonts.

9. The abolition of the chattel mortgage, the
lien note, and tli conditional sale agreement.

10. The abolition of party law costs, in unde-
fended suits, except in cases of wrongdoing.

11. Legislation requiring all parties using the
courts and their officers as collection agencies to

do so at their own expense.

12. Legislation against fraud, oppression and
over-reaching of those in a subservient position

by those in a dominant position.

13. Legislation levying upon gambling, com-
monly knowTi as speculation, in land, shares,
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Stocks and products of the forest, farm, mine and
sea.

14. Official publication monthly of acts of gov-
ernment, including Statutes, orders-in-Council,
receipts and expenditures, borrowings, appoint-
ments, dismissals, actions, prosecutions, grants,
pardons.

15. Legislation prohibiting corporations hold-
ing ifublic office.

1 lese are only a few of the matters that should
have the immediate attention of the pi-ovincial
legislatures and governments. Some of the pro-
vinces have already dealt w^th certain of these
matters. All financial aid given by the provinces
to farmers' associations should be chargeable to
the farmers as a class upon a fair allocation of
provincial funds. At present only a trifling ex-
penditure of public moneys is made in rural dis-
tricts. Governments seem to \ie with -orpora-
tions in their efforts to spend money in ine city
rather than in the country. It is grossly unfair
that the farmers should cont ibute the greater
part of the revenue and that only a trifling par.
of it should be spent in rural districts.

In the Dominion sphere of legislative and execu-
tive action I vrill refer only to those matters
which I have already mentioned. There are many
other matters, of equally pressing concern that
require the farmers ' attention.

1. A reasonable representation of actual farm-
ers in the Dominion Government.

2. A Bank Act providing for agricultural banks.
3. The right to buy and sell in the best mar-
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kets without restriction upon, or privilege in the

interests of, any class, corporation or person.

4. All railway tariffs, rules and regulations

affecting the public to be made by Parliament
thrcmgh commission.

What would be the effect of even the few
^hangos I have suggested? The effect would be

that instead of the people leaving the fami for

the city, they couldn't be kept off the land. A
coi'don of a thousand policemen around the

prairie cities couldn't keep the people from get-

ting out on the land.

I have no illusion in regard to even these few
changes being made speedily ; I know the farmer,

and I know that the first thing is to make the

farmer over, and I am not a believer in sudden
conversion. These changes and many others will

come through a process of education and evolu-

tion. Socially, the farmers do not fraternize;

industrially tliey are disorganized; economically

they are individualists; commercially they are

weaklings
;
politically they are a rabble. As they

grow into union they wdll grow into strength along

all these lines. But there is no reason w^hy the

farmers, if they were so minded, should not make
these and many other changes at once.

The interests will gladly see a certain degree

of industrial and economic unity among farmers,

they will quietly place obstacles in the w^ay of

commercial and financial co-operation, and they

will bitterly oppose political organization of the

farmers. The policy of the interests now is to

keep the farmers divided betweei. the two his-

toric political parties, and thus enable the inter-
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ests to hold the balance of power and maintain
control of jrovernnient permanently. They are
able to do this, because as I have said the farmers
are politically a rabble.

Given an army of a million men on the field of
battle to-day without organization, ^vithout lead-
ers without a treasury! ITow nianv disciplined,
equipped troops would it take to withstand them?
Perhaps 20,000, not more than 40,000, in any
event. But if the million men were prone to
shoot any of their o^\ti men who attained leader-
ship, and siven to following the opposing lead-
ers, even 5,000 men would soon be masters of the
million. The difference between organization and
disorganization is as great in the political as in
the military arena. In the political arena in Can-
ada a few men dominate millions. The president
of the Bankers' Association, the president of the
Manufacturers

' Association, and a representative
of the railways, have more political power in Can-
ada than all the farmers. If they want legisla-
tion in regard to banks, the tariff or railways, they
call in their lawyer and a stenographer—they
make a memorandum of what they want, it is pro-
posed, and the representatives of the farmers do
the rest. How and why is this? The banks,
manufacturers, and railways are a trinity of poli-
tical power

; they combine and organize politically.
More than that, they ought to be organized, they
do just what they shorld do and what the farmers
must do. If the farmers w^ere organized politi-
cally, they would be in a position to have their
representative make a memor-^ndum of farmers'
rioedf the way ..T legislative and executive
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action, and it would he carried out. Now the

farmers have no organization, they don't know

what they want, and there isn't a man or even a

body of men on the planet who can speak for

them. Instead of organizing, they spend their

time and energy in criticizing the men who do

organize. There is nothing they can do that

pleases the interests l)etter than this, for so long

as the farmers devote themselves to criticizing

the interests for uniting, so long is it clear that

they do not recognize what is the root of their

own political impotence.

The first thing the farmers have to do to secure

a fair share of political power is tt) recognize

that the cause of their undoing is within them-

selves, and tliat in order to remedy the evil they

must operate (a themselves, not on the interests.

If you talk to an individualist farmer about the

economic or political condition of his own class,

he will at once begin to criticize and condemn tlie

interests, and his remedy, if he has one is to do

something to curb the interests. The farmer must

realize that he is the author of his own political

wrongs, and that the cure for these wrongs is by

positive action in his o^^m interest by his own

class. There is no external enemy to attack. He

is now disposed to grumble at the banker for the

high rate of interest and by way of remedy, to

impose penalties on the banker or take some

action against him to make him reduce the rate of

interest. That is purely negative action and

wholly useless. What he needs to do is to use his

ballot to get agricultural banks established, and

let the existing banker go his own way. In the
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same way he grumbles at the higli price he pays
for goods and attacks tlie mercliant for this. He
should attack the thing positively, not negatively
—he should insist on his right to buy where he
can got his goods the clieappst as he certainly has
a right to do. So with the froiglit rates, he goes
after the railway company, but he should kick
himself not the company—he should insist on his
own right to make the freight tariffs. There is

no manner of sense in breeding vampires and
then scolding them because they suck. All that
is necessary is to stop breeding vampires, then
they won't suck. Kqyq is an illustration. The
farmer complains about the loss of live stock kill-

ed by the railways for which he cannot get com-
pensation without suit, and frequently iiot even
with suit. There is no difficulty in renicdying the
matter. A slight change in the Railway Act will
make the railways responsible for the stock they
kill, and a slight change in the provincial statutes
doing away with party costs and providing for
trial by jury M-ill do the rest. Within a month
after these simple changes are made, the railways
will suddenly discover that there should be a stop
put to that grand old sport of trains chasing
horses to the first brid^ e, then killing them. There
never has been a clear cut provision in our rail-
way act fixing the responsibility of railroads for
killing stock. There has been a variety of pro-
visions all so complicated and twisty, "that nei-
ther layman nor lawyer could be clear as to what
they meant. If such a provision was finally inter-
preted by the courts to be unfavourable to the
farmer, as it usually has been, and the farmers
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(•om])lained too loudly about it, the railways pot

another provision put in the Railway Act equally

complicated and twisty. This would stand the

farnioi off for a few years more and then the pro-

cess could be repeated. A simple provision

should be inserted in the railway acts, Dominion

and provincial, making raihvays responsible, and

a simple pr()\ision in the provincial court acts

providinj:^ for trial of such and other cases by

jury, not excludinu; farmers, and doing away with

party costs. Any kind of a simple provision that

really fixes the liability would stop the railroads

killing cattle, for example: "Any person suffer-

ring damage by reason of horses, sheep, swine or

"other cattle getting on the company's property

"shall be entitled to recover from the company

"such damage in any court of competent jurisdic-

"tion, except where the company establishes that

"the cattle got on the company's property by the

"wilful design of such person, provided that the

"company may satisfy all claims for damage by

"paying such person within one month from the

"happening of such damage three-fourths of the

"amount of such damage if the damage happens

"at a level crossing, and five-sixths of such dam-

"age in other fases." This wouldn't suit the

railways, it is too simple. Even if they accepted

the principle of it, they would want a lot of little

strings attached to it that would make it useless,

e.g., that the month might be extended by a judge,

that the money might be paid into court, that

there should be certain exceptions, etc. It might

be difficult to get the individual farmer to accept

such a simple provision ; the runners for the rail-
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ways inside and outside the legislatures would tell
the farmers that they should pet all the damage
done by the railways, not a part, and the in-
dividual farmer would be likely to believe them.
Of course, organized farmers would recognize that
what is wanted is a provision that will put a stop
to railways killing cattle, and a simple provision
making them responsible will do that.
The real difficulty is that the farmer does not

think for himself, and he won't let anvone else
think for him. Take this very matter of damage
to hve stock as an illustration! Tlie i)rinciple of
the thing is very simple if the farmer will think it
out for himself. The railway is a mechanical con-
trivance which can be used to his advantage and
that of other people. It is made for him, not he
for it. He should control it and make it as effec-
tive an instrument to serve him as possible, and
any inherent tendency it has to injure him should
be reduced to a minimum. That seems verv sim-
ple on the face of it, and it is as simple as it
seems. But the situation in practice is just the
reverse of this. The railway dominates the
farmer and he is made to serve the railway. The
railway mag-nate reckons up how manv farmers
are tributary to his railway, and they are really
tributary for he makes their laws in so far as he
is interested in these laws. Indeed, the farmers
are not only tributary but subservient to him.

It is inherent in the operation of a railway that
some damage is done to the live stock of the
farmer. Reason and common sense would sug-
gest that this damage should be reduced to a
minimum, not only in the interest of the farmer,
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but in tlio intorest of the community, and that pro-

vision should be made to that end in the Railway

Act. Then the unavmdable loss should be paid

by the railway company, and should not be borne

by the individual farmer. We recognize the prin-

ciple in our laws that an industry should pay the

damages incidental to the carrying on of the in-

dustry, and that these damages should be realized

by the industry out of the public. The farmer

should apply this principle to the railway and a

simple provision woidd effect the purpose. The

unavoidable injury to live stock is oidy a trifling

matter.

It is utter., impossible to get any such provi-

sion in the Railway Act at present, as there is no

one who can speak for the farmers. There is no

lack of agents of the railways paid and unpaid.

One of the great weaknesses of the unorganized

farmer is that he is not in a position to pay any-

one to look after his interests ; he has never been

educated to put his hand in his pocket and pay

for active work on his own behalf, lie is not in

a positi<m individually to pay ; he is not organized,

and cannot pay collectively.

The farmer must learn to pay his own way. He

has thus far been quite ready to allow the inter-

ests or workers in the political parties to furnish

the funds for political action. It is one of the

rules of the game of life that the man who pays

the piper should call the tune. The interests and

the politicians naturally feel that they have paid

and are entitled to own what they have paid for.

It is true the interests have taken out of the

farmer tenfold what they have paid, but that only
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shows how great a fool the farmer is. The prairie
farmer does not pay directly a dollar a year for
the support of his own political principles, but he
pays indirectly a hundred dollars a year to com-
pensate the interests for what they pay out for
the support of their political activities. Xot only
must he organize, but he must pay the cost of
organization. So long as he lets some one else
pay the cost, so long will someone else be the
master of the organization. Thei»» is no organ-
ization possible without cost. The farmer lacks
money, he is poor, and this is one bar to his organ-
ization, but ho nmst pay out of his i)()verty, be it

ever so little, he nmst pay his footing fee. Not
only is it necessary that he do so to maintain
organization, but he nmst pay before lie can have
the realization within him of propiiotorship in

organization. The farmer nmst pay, and part of
his training is learning to pay.
Another phase of the same question is the

externality of the farmer to govorninont and
politics. He is not only on the outside but he
adopts the attitude of an outsider. He c(mies to

government as a suppliant. Political leaders go
on tour before elections, the representatives of
the interests ride from station to station in the
private cars of the leaders and tell them what
the intenests want and what the interests will do
in the way of voting and providing funds. They
do not waste words, they do not need to do so,

all that is to be said can be said in a few sentences.
AVhat does the farmer do? He comes five hun-
dred strong, he reads a long harangue aboui the
co.iditior of the farmer and his needs, and he
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mak'.s a groat flourish of trumpets. He omits the

vital part; ho doosn'i say what ho is poing to pay

or what ho is going to do. The notorious facts are

that he is not going to pay anything, that so far

as political organization is concerned the farmer

is a negligible quantity, and as to his voting, he

may be going to support the loader five hundred

strong, but there are /ivo hundred other fanners

ready to join the battle of ballots with him and

vote for the other loader. In a word, the farmers

are politically a rabble. They go out after the in-

terests with a brass band. They pass resolu-

tions, they orpto, they cast defiance at the inter-

ests, then thoy vote both ways, and that's all.

Meanwhile, the minions of the interests are doing

their masters' work and doing it effectively. The

interests have a strong press, they advertise in

it, they food it; it responds to their caress and

does their work. The farmers have no political

press, they will not pay for it, they do not even

advertise. The interests liave money, money
which they have taken out of the farmer; they

organize and pay for their organization. They

induce corruption and pay the price. They raise

politicians as the farmer raises pigs, at the hog

trough. They have the rail.vays at their beck

and call to carry voters, and all other means of

transportation. Their object is to split the

farmers' vote and they do it effectively.

The farmers must organize themselves at their

owTi expense, they must fight corruption for cor-

ruption is their enemy. They must formulate their

own political platforms composed of positive pol-

icies, things they are going to do for themselves,
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not things thoy aro going to do to tho interests.
They must work more and talk less. What do
the interests do? Pass high-sounding resolutions
against the farnu-r? Not a bit of it! They sing
small, they ratch the farmers by telling theili they
are good fellows and the interests are their best
friends, and there are always fool farmers who
believe them. I have heard it said that the honest
man needs no political organization, consoquently
no nioney for organization. That is nonsense.
Civilized society functions through organization.
It takes money to organize an army, or a church,
or an industry, or a crusade, or a manufacturers'
association, or a piracy, or a political campaign,
or a farmers' union. Money is the sinews of peace
as well as of Avar.



CHAPTER VIII

THE WEAPON : THE BALLOT

<'Thi8, above all; to thine own self be true.

tnd it must follov, as the night the day,^

Thou canst not thMi be false to any man.

The ballot is the farmer's weapon if he will use

it to fight the interests and not his fellow farmers.

Through it, influence upon government, either pro-

vincial' or 'dominion, is the simplest thing m
theory The farmers are m the majority, they

can elect their ovm farmer representatives, and

presto the thing is done. But that assumes hat

the farmer has ordinary horse sense
;
he hasn t

ffis cattle herd, his sheep flock, bu he, God h Ip

him, is not as mse as the silly sheep, farmers

7an secure a fair share in the government of the

country onlv by voting together.

Tt present they cast their ballots ^^ such a way

that the ballots neutralize one another and the

armers have no political power They must ^.te

together, that is the one essential; whethei they

unUe in'an existing Vo^^f^V^^^^J^^^^^
other party or eschew partyism a together, is a

matter of method and expediency but umte they

must In the United States the farmers m the

SetciaUc party stayed in that party; the farm-

ers in the Republican party largely Domed he

Progressives. The result was that -hetl^^^^^^^^^^^^

Democrats or the Progressives won the farm^^^^

would get a large measure of relief. But it must

(128)
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^v^](leI•ness. "Others than children may be
quieted with tales well told." The farmers must
develop enough self-reliance to determine what
they need economically, and having done so they

must stick together, and the trick is done. I am
not suggesting for a moment that the farmers will

do this to-day or to-morrow or the next day. The
special interests will make every effort to keep
them divided between the two political parties as

long as possible, in order that they tlKMUselves

may be the determining factor in every election,

and then, whichever party is in power they will

control that party and dominate government. The
farmers can readily stop this. They nmst put

the interests of the farmers first and the dictates

of the party machine second. So long as the

farmers are willing to be clay in the hands of the

party potter, so long will the farmer be made,
politically, into tiie moaner vessels. The farmer
must turn potter.

The farmers should do what the banks, the

manufacturers, the railways, and the labour men
have done: they should form organizations, and
put their leaders in control of their organizations,

and these organizations should combine into one

or a few general organizations and the heads of

these organizations must be authorized to speak

for the farmers. Organization means that the

farmers nmst combine, submit to majority rule,

formulate policies, select and instruct leaders,

and follow these leaders loyally. There is a long

process of education before the farmer reaches

this goal. There will be many failures and heart

burnings, it is an upward road to travel. The
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pi-osont duty is to set out on the journev, to get
on the road.

That takes me back to tlie same point at
wliieli^ eoml)ination in other class coneerns. begins.
Tlie fai-mer must develop ehiss-eonseiousnes's in
his political, as -well as in his other class rela-
tions. Indeed, the growth of class interest can-
not well avoid being general to a large degree. It
is true there may be growth in industi^al and
commercial combination Avithout the develop-
ment of any political solidarity, but there will be
a tendency for farmers, who unite in their indus-
trial and commercial rehitions, to draw together
in their political relations. The ordei- of devel-
opment then is, social and informal class union,
growth of class-consciousness, tlien formal organ-
ization and "-^-operation for industrial and econ-
omic purp coupled with the growth of poli-
tical comni

, , of interest, and finally, political
solidarity.

There may be economic class co-operation
while there is much political divergence, but the
tendency of economic co-operation is to induce
political co-operation. The interests will of
course oppose all co-operation among farmers
except industrial co-operation, that is to say the
interests will not oppose industrial combination
in increasing production, they will support it,

but they will oppose any form of combination that
tends to secure a greater share of his production
for the farmer. When it comes to the farmer
combining even to get a limited share in govern-
ment, the interests will fight to the death because
even a limited number of farmers in anv govern-

'\
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ment will make it impossible for the interests to

exercise a proprietary control over that j^overn-

ment from the inside. Suppose in a sjovernment

of fifteen members there were five farmers, or in

a government of nine members there were three

farmers, or in a government of six members there

were two farn ?rs, it Avould be impossible for the

government to be dominated secretly })y the inter-

ests. I refer, of course, to real farmers of land, not

political farmers. The moment the interests have

to come out in the open as the farmers have to do

to put their case before government, their pull is

at an end. The interests will oppose every meas-

ure of political combination among the farmers.

It, therefore, behooves the farmer to develop his

economic co-operation to some extent apart from

his political co-operation. It is, as I have said,

only a question of expediency when the economic

and political organization can be merged. The

method of the bankers' and manufacturers' asso-

ciations is very simple; these organizations are

non-political in their avowed aims, and they pro-

fess to be non-partisan politically, that is to say,

the economic side of the organizations has

wholly swallowed up the political. The question

as to what political party these organizations will

support depends on the question of which politi-

cal party is the most subservient to the organiza-

tions. Subserviency consists not only in giv-

ing these associations what they want for them-

selves, but in refusing to give the farmers what

they want. If the interests unite to support or

oppose any item of policy in the Dominion sphere

in which they are deeply concerned, no govern-
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ment would deom it wise to couiitor their views as
it would assuredly mean the defeat of the govern-
ment at the polls. There may be very '^ttle said
openly, but the interests strike none the less force-
fully because they do not declare war before they
strike. Their aims are ordinarily selfish and
inimical to tiie public w-elfare and'their weapons
are corrupt, but tl.'eir metiiods of orj^anization
are good. The organization of a pirate may be
better than that of an ocean liner. In this case
the political pirates are certainly well organized,
the prairie schooner is not organized at all. There
is more truth tlian humour in the old .joke that the
decline of piracy at sea was contemporaneous
with the rise of piracy by the railways. The real
humour of the situation is that piracy by land has
been api)roved of and legalized by the "fools that
live on these inland seas, the prairies. The organ-
ization methods of the pirates are admirable, the
farmers should learn them. I don't, of course,
include in these metiiods, the weapons they use,
one of the chiefest of which is corruption, which
above all things the farmer must eschew. I know
how satisfying is tlie old adage that ycm must
fight the devil \x\\\\ fire, but in this case it is good
policy to bo virtuous: the farmer has not any
fire, and the only w^eapon he can use is good old
fashioned hard work. The farmer has been too
prone to use wind as a weapon.
The farmers nmst free themselves politically

from the bondage of political partisanship; they
must unite and co-operate politically as a class,

even as the interests now do. They must educate
themselves into political solidarity in the teeth of
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the fierce opposition of the interests. Tliey must

on the political party to
^^^^^IV,*.^ ^J^^^.f; ^^^^^^^

adoDtinff their policy as a condition of thui con

:^"t is put'therein, so long will they be econiui-

cally and politically
^^^f^f^.^Pf/, . . _^,, ,,,„ing

Tt will be said in reply to this that i an ui feuij,

th V:,!,- to adopt a .elfish course wh.oh oon^

demn in the interests. Not so. I ask a an Ma
and no favours or liaiulicaps. It the mtc"*'!!

Tdop^that policy I
;^™^-';'.L™r;ia tl.'

L^^^efrs'^SSU-a "::.ter f rV to that

,ha?e of his own production which would come to

to unde' the fr'ee play of the natural laws of

rie^es. If any of ^^^1:^1^:^^
?h1n'?heVar:p^':ite":hluld he put out of

then they
''«J'

j ^^ eondition is wrong; as I

Hr:3d tie ba^tlS, nfanufacturers and railways
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havo, for tlio last tliroo years uikIcm- normal poaco

conditions, boon rnakinn' oxcoptionally larixo pro-

fits, wiiilo tlio farmers and those economically de-

pendent cm them have been niakin.tr tiic smallest

f)ronts thev have made for years, or none at -ill.

That is an artificial condition wliich is wholly

nnfair and in.inrif)ns to the people at lar;:e. The

conrse T am indicating is an ethical and altruistic

course: it is eqnahle, fair, and jnst to everyone.

The farmer does not lieeome money mad. The

open conntrv is an antidote for mimey madiu'ss.

Contact witii nature keeps him sane. T do not

know whv it is, hut it is so. I have known in-

dividual farmers to grow miserly, hut these were

ahvavs regarded as abnormal. Farmers as a

class are satisfied with prosperity, coinp.-tency

and a fair division of wealth—indeed I might say

truthfullv that thev are satisfied with less than

thev slumld be satisfied with. They hvk that

divine discontent which is the basis of all ]n-o-

gress. In Denmark, the farmers have achieved

supremacv, they are prosperous and contented,

there is not a trace of any attempt at over-reacli-

ing arv other class in the community. In short,

the farmer is willing everywhere when he com-

bines to play the game without an advantage and

on the level.

The farmer must expect that, when he under-

takes to act in his oaxti behalf, the inter(>sts will

counter with their usual tactics. One outstanding

argument of the interests has been and will con-

tinue to be that tlie riding of the farmer by the

interests is patriotic, and that the farmer should

permit himself to be ridden as an exercise of his

^M'P^'fi
^iP

'.*>!
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patriotism, but that, on the other hanrl, any at-

tempt by t}ie farmer to rid himself of the burden
of carrying the interests on his back is setting up
class antagonism in the state. In a word, the

interests control government and they take tlie

position that when government acts for their bene-

fit, it is action by the state and not class action,

but when the farmer acts against government
dominated by the interests, it is class action and
unpatriotic. If this argument is sound the spolia-

tion of the farmer by the interests constitutes

patriotism, and any attempt (m the part of tiie

farmer to defend himself against such spoliation

is disloyalty. It needs only a modest degree of

connnon sense to realize the fallacy of such an
illogical position. The farmer must determine to

exercise that degree of conunon sense. lie hasn't

done it in the past.

Now for a few words of warning! The farmer
must not, in the course of emancipating himself

from the political bondage in which he has placed

himself, attempt to run before he can walk. He
nmst educate himself and grow into co-operation,

and education and growth take time.

He nuist proceed by evolution not by revolu-

tion. It is a simple law of motion that matter in

passing from one point to another must pass

through the intervening points. It is a social law
that advancement from one condition to another
must be made through the intermediate condi-

tions. Economic freedom grows from more to

more. It takes time, design, energy, and combina-
tion to make civic progress, but there is a double

value in such progress; the end is a good in it-
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self to the body politic but the process develops
the individual and makes him a better citizen. By
the time the prairie farmer has achieved economic
justice for himself he will have ffrown into a more
virile citizenship—oiu. dani^n^r is that he may re-
fuse to hasten sh.wly—in that way alone will Ik*

arrive at his d.-sired ,i,'oal. The farlncis of France
have achieved a stronj;- position economicallv. but
they achieved it not at a b(»und throuj^di tlie
Frencli Kevolutioii a<,^ninst the privileged inter-
ests, but til rough positive co-operation on their
own behalf.

The farmer must not only discard the political
weapons of the interests, but he must approach
politics from tiie oi)p()siLe side to the interests.
They expend much money on politics soh-lv from
the selfish point of view, each of them puts in a
dollar in order that it may take out five dollars.
It irks them not that they take these dollars with-
out earning them from someone else who has
actually earned them. The conmum good is below
their horizon. The farmer nuist rise to a higher
plane than this. He must learn to spend and be
spent for the connnon good. He must put a dollar
into politics without expectation that he himself
will be pei-mitted to take five dollars, or anv sum,
from another who has earned it. lie will stop
the raiding of the farmers and will receive a due
economic reward in the end through the conunon
uplift, but he will receive no individual or per-
sonal advantage that does not accrue to every
other as well as to him. In short, he nmst ap-
proach politics from the social not from the
individualistic standpoint. His work is to prac-
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tisc p)()<l c'itizonship as a social duty not in tlie

ho})o of individual reward but in the hope of a

liiu'lior, l)roa<l«'r, and hottor social <;ood. Wo rccopj-

nizc in onr daily life that honesty is the host

policy hut wo practise honesty in husiness for

higher and hotter reasons than mere husiness

success—so with sohriety and other virtues.

Economic success is a by-product of the prac-

tice of these virtues but we practise them as social

duties not as conunercial investments. The same
*'

'J? applies to S<><'*1 citizenship, economic pain

is a by-product of its exercise, but the solid basis

on which it rests is social duty not investment.

It is unselfish not selfish. One of the s-roatest

danffors is that tlu f-rmer may aim too low, and

in this case low air- 1:' failure.

Farmers do not fraternize, but when they do

get together they have one tendency, wriich they

must sui)press, the tendency to pass high-sound-

ir.g resolutions—more words. "Wiion tiie leaven of

class-consciousness begins to work, nothing will

bo more natural than to give vent to their feel-

ings by this method. There are three objections

to it. (1) It reveals their po&,ition to the enemy,

which, it is needless to say in these war days, is

bad practice. Such resolutions are likely to be

exaggerated. I have said that organized farmers

will not attempt to over-reach the interests, as a

matter of fact they couldn't do it if they tried.

But any company of farmers can pass a resolu-

tion advocating in a revengeful spirit the dis-

mounting of the interests and the mounting of

the farmers in their place, in other words, the tak-

ing away of the privileges of the interests and the
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ffiviiii? (>r privileges to the farmers, or the al)oli-

tioii (»f the (lisahilities of the fartiier and the im-

posiiit; of (lisal)ilities on the interests. That kind
of thinj; is (irini; a jjjun that kicks lianh-r than it

shoots. (2) Th<'n there is the farmer who lias a

rosohition favonrint^sonie socialistic scheme which
is ^(tin.tj: to make the farmer prosperous over
ni^ht. He must ho suppressed at any cost, he is

a menace, he stands ready to make the hody of

farmers ridicidous and ridicule is one of the

stronjrest weapons there is. (3) Then there is a

third ami move serious objection, that is, that

enthusiasm which spends itself in this way is

wasted. Whenever a num])er of fainiers ^et en-

thusiastic enouirh to i)ass resolutiojis, they should

vent their enthusiasm in work, not wind. The
farmer can accomplish nothinu' by wind power, ho
nmst use man power, and zeal and enthusiasm
is of value only when it is converted into work,
either the putting of a dollar in the treasury or
he doing of a genuine day's work in the interests

of the class. He must be loyal to his class, hold
his tongue, and work.

There is danger to the farmer from his know-
ingness. There is no help under I'^eaven for him
till he admits he is wrong. He must clearly real-

ize and openly confess that he is now travelling

in the opposite direction to that in which he
should go. Tie nmst consciously, right al)out face

and fall into step with other farmers. His prayer
must bo "Good f^ord, I have been an ass, give me
good, hard, connnon horse sense and backbone."
It is a i)ainful process for any man to admit his

owni folly, and especially for the farmer. His
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opinionntivoness is such that oven whon ho can

Hcaicoly road or writo lio is cocksiiro in ro^ard

to the most abstriiso, economic prohlonis. He
must tuin, ho must accopt h'adorship, and foUovv

his loador or hccomo ('conoiiiically a serf. Ho
must sul)mit to class discipline. This is tho crux

of the wliolo matter. His farm is his little king-

d(»m and ho runs it as an absolute monardi. Ho
does how and what ho will, and ho does not brook

intcM'foronco from anyone. Ho carries his .11-

dividualism into his citizenship, hence his weak-

ness. Lot mo illustrate! 1 was discussing with a

farmer the dilTicultios he was having, owing to his

breaking the rules of the local cf)-oporativo cheese

factory of which ho was a patron. I urged liim

to conform to the rules he had helped to make not

oidy in his own interest but in tho interest of all

the patrons of tho factory. I pointed out that

the rules wore fair, and tliat if he obeyed these

rules ho was likely to prosper but that otherwise

he would bo shut out from the factory and sufTer

loss. He ended i)y saying, *'I am not going to

have anyone interfere in my affairs, I'll run my
business as I d—n please. If I go bust ^liat's my
own concern." He went "bust". This, of course,

was an extreme case of individualism. But it is

a difficult matter for tho average farmer to dis-

cipline himself to siibmit to class rule even 'vvhon

he helps to make the rules. Ho has boon accus-

tomed to till his soil as he wished, to raise cattle

and dairy as V.e liked, to buy and sell whon and

where it suited him, to borrow and lend money as

he pleased, to join farmers' orgatiizntions when lie

got ready, and to vote according to his individual
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fnncy or not at all. Ifc lias carrit'd this individual

ism, or as he would torni it, indi'pcMidciicc, to sucli

a limit that his influcnco \n (U'tt'iiniiiinu his owii

C'i-onomif* |)osition is n('j;li<?il)l('. He has a woll-

dofinod ])r('judi('(' a,<,'aiiist class co-oporation. Wo
must ovcrcoinc this prejudice, ho must loam to

• iisciplino himsolf and do all thiniys as ho and
other farmers in the various organizations deter-

mine. He must yield up his individualism and
work in eoml)inati<m with other farmers, and this

can only l)o accom[)lishe(l by a u;i'adual process of

e(iu<'ation in co-operation. Tt is heini; done in

other countries, and it must i)e done here. The
alternative is that the farmer will sink into com-
plete economic servitude. He can do nothing
without co-opeiation, and he cannot co u]»eiate

witiiout discipliniiii;' himself, lie has the two alter-

natives my farmer friend had, he cnn continue a
stark individualist and '*f]jo bust" or lie fan dis-

cipline himself and prosper. There is, of course,

no element of coercion in such discipline, it is

purely voluntary, just as his co-operatiiiii" now
with his political party is vobnitary. I need
scarcely add that the farmer who does learn to

discii)line himself becomes thereby a stron<:;er

man, and a better citizen, apart altogether from
the economic advantage therefrom.

There is still another danger; much ni Ihe

fanner's economic co-operation must be effected

througl. corporate combination and the corpora-

tion is a dangerous instrument, as 1 liave j)ointed

out. In every farmers' corporation the human
element and the moral i)urpose juusr be kept in

the foreground. The test will come when the co-
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operative corporation has to meet the competi-

tion of the selfish corporation on its own ground,

when it has to resort to the devious methods of

its rival or fail. It must then have the courage

to fail financially rather than adopt such methods.

Instead of attempting to meet the devious

methods, the farmer must put a stop to such

methods.

I have made little reference to the great num-

bers of people who cannot be classed either as

farmers or privileged classes, all sorts and con-

ditions of men, rich and poor, strong and weak,

educated and ignorant. The interests of a great

many of these are bound up directly with the in-

terests of the farmer; they live off the farmer;

when he is prosperous they are prosperous, when

he is poor they are poor. These people are

anxious to aid the farmer if the farmer wants aid.

Many wealthy men, fair-minded men, intelligent

men, recognize that the farmer is being deprived

of much that he produces and stand ready to

assist him in getting fair play. There is no diffi-

culty in educating the public generally in the

simple economic truth that when the basic indus-

try of a country is prosperous the whole com-

munity is prosperous. But the simple fact is that

the farmers as a class are politically shiftless,

they are not trying to help themselves, and of

course no one can give them aid. There is no lack

of help if the farmer sets to work to do the job.

It is not simply a fight for his own order, but a

fight by his order for the people.

The 'fight against the interests is the fight of

the coimnon people. The farmer is not the only
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man who is lield np and made to deliver hy the

interests, and the other common people will gladly

join A\dth the farmer in seeking freedom from

economic oppression. I am addressing myself

particularly to the farmers for two reasons— (1)

The farmers are the men on whom the greatest

tribute is levied; they produce the most and they

are preyed upon the most, and (2) the class co-

operation of the farmers is the only means oF

remedying the evil. I am appealing to the farm-

ers because the first thing to be done is to develop

class-consciousness in the farmers. When that is

done there will be no difficulty in getting the other

common people to line up with them.

Much depends on leadership, though it will

probably be harder to induce follo^^^ng than lead-

ing. Almost every farming community has nat-

ural leailers, men Avith education, ability, and

means ; these must be willing to spend, to be spent,

and to bear with criticism, and all without hope

of reward. It is a matter of social service which

they nmst take up as a burden. There will be

permanent disregard and eternal oblivion for the

man who achieves leadership among the farmers

as there has ever been. It is better to recognize

that at the beginning. There is a small army of

so-called retired farmers who might do much for

their class if they would. At present they are an

incubus to tho country. There should ])e a per-

manent open season in cities, towns, and villages

for making away with retired farmers. If they

could be induced to take up class work among the

active farmers many of them would achieve lead-

ership.

r^.^'
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Let mo reiterate two main points! (1) The

banker, manufacturer, and the railway man are

not to blame for 'the system. Tliey arc mostly

farmers, or sons of farmers, and pjood fellows.

It is The svstem that makes the men wrons, not

the men that make the system wron^. The farmer

is to blame. (2) There are no diffieu ties in the

wav of the farmer emancipating himself frmu the

tvrannv of the interests, except the artificial

difficulties he has created. Political class co-

operation will remove these difficulties quickl>

and effectively. Tho ballot is the weapon..



CHAPTER IX

DEVELOPMENT OF RURAL EFFICIENCY

"Train up a child in the way he should go."

Bookwalter, in his incisive work on the rural

problem, says, "it is tlio uniform testimony of

history that agriculture in all nations, in time,

becomes subordinate to the urban element, result-

ing inevitably in the decline and d^-cay of the

nation". It is with regret that I have to admit

the correctness of his deduction from the history

of the dead past, but he has ignored the fact that

the Scandinavian peojjles, and particularly the

Danes, have developed rural efficiency, and thar

in Denmark the rural population dominates the

urban element, and that as a consequence the

nation is waxing stronger every year. In no coun-

try in Europe was the rural population in a more

subordinate condition than in Denmark fifty years

ago. An inspired bishop, Grundtvig, knowing

well the condition of the people, had a vision of

a rural population transformed by education, and

raised from poverty, ignorance, and subordination

to affluence, culture, and dominance. He laid the

foundation, and those who followed him have more

than realized his vision. The central thought m
Grundtvig 's philosophy of education is that the

rural people should have an education that fits

them for rural life. That seems a simple and self-

evident truth, but it is a truth which, down to his

(145)

rrjsm'-
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time, was not apprehended in any part of the

world, and which is not yet apprehended in Can-

ada. The life which the farmer lives close to

nature, in the open, is the very antithesis of the

life of th'' urban citizen, and yet we give the same

educational training to the rural as to the urban

children, The current training given to all the

children of all the people is that which fits for

urban life. It does not fit rural children for rural

life, it unfits them. Our public and high schools,

in educating rural children, systematically seduce

them from the farm and unfit them for farm life.

The wh lie world of nature lies open before the

rural teacher and the pupils, but it is not used

as the instrument of education ; instead of nature

books are used as the instrument of instruction.

Instead of developing the powers and faculties

of the children, and drawing out what is potential

in thexii, we reverse the process and fill them up

with book learning, and the same filling is used

for urban and rural children. The rural schools

are just a weak imitation of the urban schools.

When our public schools were established, the

classical university was the current institution of

higher education, and classical education was the

ideal of higher education. The grammar school

was established as a feeder for the university,

and it was designed to give the rudiments of a

classical education. The common schools were

established to give an elementary education, and

they, naturally, led up to the grammar school.

The conception of education which underlay the

common and grammar schools alike was the class-

ical one that education consisted of scholastic

Ea
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learning, and that this learning could be got from
books alone. If a pupil took kindly to book learn-

ing in the common school, he passed up to the

grammar school, and if he mastered his books

there, he passed on to the university. These

ideals and aims have been carried into the public

and high schools of to-day.

Classical education is designed to fit men for

the learned professions and for other urban posi-

tions in life, and is fairly effective in that regard.

But a classical education unfits for farm life. The
net result is that a school system has been estab-

lished which is in a measure suited to the urban
children, but is wholly unfitted for the open
country.

This form of school has become fully estab-

lished everywhere. The government of our rural

schools has been more and more centralized, and
the methods of teaching have become crystallized

into a formal system. The school district, the

school-house, its internal arrangements, the pro-

gramme of studies, the method of teaching, the

text-books, the time-table, the teacher, the exam-
inations, have all been standardized, and no place

has been left for individuality or personality.

Farming is pre-eminently a masculine avoca-

tion, but the man has been eliminated from the

rural school. The man who has character and
driving power will not submit to being hemmed
in by petty regulations, so the rural teacher is

ordinarily a young girl. The net result is that

the schools are fitting the children for urban life,

and unfitting them for farm life, and there is a
trek from the country to the city.

srm3S?nsr^ '••«4!iiPK_.s?: j,'wift#
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Bishop Gnindtvig recognized the unsuitahle-

ness of mere book learning for fitting rural people

for rural life, and he planned open country

schools. These have been established throughout

Denmark, and have spread to all the Scandinavian

countries. The aim of these schools is to fit the

rural children for open country life. The ideal

that is held up before the children is that of ser-

vice—unselfishness. This is the very opposite of

the ideal in our rural schools, which is personal

success—selfishness. They aim at service, and

they hit the mark ; we aim at success, and we hit

failure. They follow the Great Teacher's method

of teaching by indirection; the known facts and

particulars of farm life are used as instruments

of education. Vocational work is done for its

cultural value. The pervasive facts and everyday

incidents of life are used in the schools as a means

of training the pupils. Preparation is made for

real life. Love of the open country is engendered,

rural life is idealized, the farm home is socialized,

rural citizenship is fostered, patriotism is in-

stilled, class-consciousness is awakened and co-

operation developed. In a word, the children are

taught to love the open country, and they are

educated to live the open country life. Culture

is induced, the children grow up to love literature

and art. National spirit is cultivated, and it bears

fruit in conscious love of country. Citizenship

becomes a recognized duty, and every boy and

girl learns that there are real civic duties to be

performed. The children realize that they are

being trained for the open country; they love the

life, and they are contented. They grow up in
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loyalty to their class, they trust itr members, and

co-operation with them in social, economic, and

civic concerns becomes second nature. These

schools not only induce culture, but they develop

industrial and economic efficiency.

I am not theorizinjj: about what miffht be done

bv these schools, I am making a very modest

statement as to what they have accomplished

wherever they have been established.

The farmers must educate their children to be

rural citizens, and to do this, they must have

community schools. So long as the rural school

educates the child for urban life, so long will the

farmers be unfitted for farm community life. It is

not surprising that the farmer does not function

as he should in the realm of rural citizenship-

he has not been educated for it. The surprise

would be if he were efficient in that for which he

was not educated.

The conditions of economic and political in-

feriority, which has characterized the farmer

do-vvn to the present time, has been founded in

want of rural education. Looking only on the

dead past, Bookwalter is right w^hen he indicates

decadence as the fate of the farmer. But a new

star has risen in the northern constellation, the

star of hope, and its light is the glorious light of

rationalized education. The future of the Danish

farmers is an assured one ; the farm children are

being educated for farm life.

The door of opportunity is wide open to the

prairie farmers to emulate the Danes, take con-

trol of the rural schools, and transform them into

seminaries of genuine rural culture. Do they wish

>"^i^%*iiii^?¥". i^^^m>:^Ym-A
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their children to liave a real preparation for farm

life? If they so wish, let them up and storm the

kingdom of education, even if they have to take

it by violence. Education is the only means of

developing efficient rural citizenship.

wmmm



CHAPTER X

THE RESULTS OF RURAL SOLIDARITY

"The good Lord must love the common j)eople,

Or He wouldn't have made so many of them."

The old adage that God made the country, and

man the city, expresses a permanent truth. The
appeal of the divine to the fanner is through

nature : the mysterious sky, the open country, the

gentle mist, the singing birds, the welcome rain,

the fragrant earth, the animal life, the growing

crops, the devastating drought, the sweeping

wind, the bracing cold, the stilly night. Nature

is to him a wonder, and a mystery, and a virtue

preserving influence, it speaks to his soul, and

bids him step up, not down. He hears the voice

of evil, too, but it speaks to him mos.-. .-_:;ugh

the artificial works of man, and man in the open

country has not developed the organized pursuit

of evil.

In the city, the appeal of the divine to man is

in the massive building, in the ornate church,

through the artificial media of priest, preaching,

formula, music, bells, art, vestments. It is con-

crete, he knows its workings, he pays for it, he

controls it, he makes it, it is his. It is the divine

voice heard through a man-made machine.

In the city where men mass, evil is contagious

without inoculation, but in addition to this natural

infection, there is the organized appeal of evil,

which is as concrete and material, as designed
(151)
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and efficient, as the appeal of the divine, and it

is more selfislily and effectively made.

In the city there is confusion, intensity, arti-

ficiality, incitement, distraction, haste, noise.

Nature has been banished, and has no balm, nor

is there any place of repose and contemplation

for the soul.

In the city the few rich seek surcease and com-

pensation in artificial benefits, luxury, wealth,

service, amusement, physical enjoyment, but the

many poor have none of these compensations.

The city is a huge human incinerator, which

consumes men, women, and little children, and

the country is the source of supply.

The city is now dominant. What vnW happen

if the farmer exercises a fair share of political

powei- and influence? The farm is pre-eminently,

(1) the creator of material wt .1th, (2) the breed-

ing-place of the race, (3) the source of virility,

(4) the fountain of reserve force, (5) the schoc

of morality and religion.

The economic and political equality of the

farmer spells the advancement of the whole

country in material and spiritual welfare. It

means the enhancement of the relative value of

humanity, as against property. The first step is

to remove the un'st economic conditions that

divert from the fanner the greater part of the

wealth he makes. The farmer, having obtained

an equable share in government, will abolish the

adventitious conditions which bear upon him and

other common people, and will restore normal,

natural conditions of production and distribution,

under which every man will have a fair field and
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no favour in exercising? his capacities, in doing

his work, in carrying on his industry, and in re-

taining the products of these. The man who has

special privileges will be shorn, the ninn who is

under factitious restrictions will have the restric-

tions removed : there will be a levelling-up, and a

levelling-down. it will be the day of the conunon

people. There will be greater cfTiciency and in-

creased production.

Instead of the farmer getting thirty-five ])er

cent, of the wealth he produces, the position

should be reversed. He should get sixty-five per

cent. If he got sixty-five bushels of wheat out of

every hundred he produces, sixty-five cattle out of

every hundred he raises, in a word, $(>5.0{) out of

every $100.00 he makes, there would be such an

upward bound that the economic condition of the

farmer would be coi ^^''tely reversed. He would
get $650 out of a production of $1,000 from a

quarter-section of land, instead of $350, as he

does now. By a fair exercise of economic and
political power, he will achieve this result. From
a condition of economic serfdom he will rise, in

a few years, to a position of economic independ-

ence and self-reliance. Production will be greatly

stimulated. The rural school, and the rural

church, will be full. The agricultural towns will

flourish again. The rush to the city ^^ill become
a rush to the farm, till a normal balance is

reached. The interests are now trying to drive

men back to Ihe land to produce for them. There
is just one way, and only one way, to get them
back, al)olish artificial restrictions, restore natural

economic conditions, let them produce for them-
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selves, not for the in crests, and it will take
bayonets to keep tl' ;>* i^le off the land.

The conditions ?* n
, n ii^'e will be made natural

and reasonable, '% fniDv^r and his wife will

employ farm sen j it. M fair wages and upon
terms of farm ser. re. i

' farn slavery. The
farmer and his famih- will work ; < . - enable hours,
with the assurancr 'nt fv v\ get a fair wage
for their toil. Tlu y wil! o i,; .v eir work, and
there will come mat »-iiJ and > oial advantages,
and consequent sa* sfaciion and content with
farm life. God maCo the count ly. and he made it

right, man iias damned it. All that is needed to

make it God's couii'iy again is for man to lift

his ciir^e from it. The blight of the selfish inter-

ests is spread over it now, and that blight will

continue till the power of the interests is broken,
and the farmer comes into his own.
There will be a more equal distribution of

wealth than at present, not only in the open
country, but in the city. The intt^rests take from
the farmer the wealth he creates, but they do not
distribute it among their workers. It is now
largely divided up among the few who dominate
the interests, through the manipulation of the

corporation. The interests will be shorn of their

power to grasp wealth which they do not make.

The labourer will receive a much larger part,

relatively, of what he produces, and there will

be a much more equable diffusion of wealth than

there now is, which, in turn, will make for

efficiency in production.

But great as will be the material results of the

exercise of power by the rural conmiunities, the
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moral and spiritual rosnlts will be pr< ttor. Tho
whole country is now (l(»minatt\l by tho corporate
interests, and the seat of power is in the city.
The moral influence of the city is bad, it is the
habitat of organized evil, of crime, vice, immoral-
ity, intemperance, and its miasmic influence tends
to spread into the open country. That influence
lowers the general tone of legislation, of govern-
ment, of education, of morality, of religion. If
the position were reversed, and the moral in-

fluence of the open country were dominant, there
would be an upward moral trend, both in the
country and the city.

The form of our government is democratic, but
the spirit of it is now wholly oligarchic. It may
be fittingly described as corporate autocracy or
plutocracy. There is nothing more vicious than
the form of free government without the sub-
stance, it is much worse than avowed autocracy.
Eternal vigilance is the price of liberty, ai.'l tho
common people have not been vigilant They
have been purblind, and have allowed the inter-
ests to rob them, under the guise of law, to the
great injury of the country. Farming is dvcad-
ent in the first generation on the most fertile j^oi
that man has ever turned with the plough. Moral
decay is sure to follow in the wake of economic
decay, as it ever does. The farmer is in a condi-
tion of economic serviiudo, but he is still poli-
tically free and strong enough to assert liis free-
dom. The farm is still producing efficient mdn.
Decadence is progressive, it feeds un itself, the
weaker the farmer grows, eeono-mically and
morally, the more corruptible and servile he be-
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comes, and the less able he is to federate. "What

force is necessary with the weak but their own

weakness?" When we reach the stage at which

the farm begins to produce a lower type of men,

we are on the down grade, and it is hard to stop.

Delay is dangerous. The time for united action

is ripe, over ripe, the economic and spiritual

rewards are great. Would that the farmer would

rise in his might, and assert himself

!

In a few years he can make these prairies a

perfect garden of prosperity, and not only will he

rise himself, but he will carry a whole people with

him. The real end of good citizenship is true

manhood, and the exercise of such citizenship by

the farmer will result not only in material pros-

perity, but in the development of stronger, better,

and nobler men and women.

One of the greatest social, economic, and moral

evils of the day is the growing aversion of our

people to physical toil. The farmer is, individual-

ly, every inch a man when it comes to work, he

recognizes that work is a boon, not a curse, and he

is the largest factor in maintaining the spirit of

work among the people. On the other hand, the

fact that he works so hard himself, while permit-

ting others to live off him, is a clear inducement

to parasitism in others.

Is this mere theorizing? It is not. It is proved

by all human experience. The historic example,

on the one hand, is Rome. The decline and fall

of the Roman Empire was the decline and fall of

her farmers. As long as her farmers were strong,

so long was Rome mistress of the world. But

the day came when her privileged classes oppress-
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ed the farmers by unequal enactments and despoil-
ed them by high rates of interest, and by unfair
debtor and creditor laws. The result was rural
decadence, both economic and moral, followed by
degeneracy in city and country, till finally she fell.

There were men enough on the Roman farms, but
they were serfs and slaves. The fertiliziiin- stream
of strong men from the country to the city failed,

and the city decayed. The decay of tlio farmer
always spells the decline of the nation.
The outstanding example, on the other hand, is

Denmark. Fifty years ago, Denmark was as poor
a coimtry as any in Europe. To-day it is. accord-
ing to population, the richest. Fifty years ago,
the Danish farmers ^' ere decadent; they asserted
themselves, they developed class-consciousness,
economic co-operation, and political coherence;
to-day they are dominant. By federation they
have advanced socially, economically, and spirit-

ually, and they have taken the whole people up-
wards Tvith them. The laws of distribution have
been made equable, and the debtor and creditor
laws have been made fair. The nation was poor,
almost bankrupt ; it is now rich ; the farmers were
economically decadent, now they are wealthy;
They were industrially weak, to-day they are
industrially strong; the distribution of wealth is

general. In art, in literature, in national solidar-

ity, in love of country, in morals, the Danish are
pre-eminent. There has been developed a new,
higher, and better type of manhood and citizen-

ship. Why this great change? The Danish farm-
er, the source of national strength and progress,
found himself, and realized himself, and the
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whole people have been raised as high as the
source.

The Canadian can do all the Dane has done, and
more. Potentially, the Canadian farmers are
young, strong, and virile. They can do marvellous
things for themselves, and for this beloved land
of ours, if they will arise as one man and assert
their manhood. The salvation of the community
is in the hands of the farmers. If they won't save
the people, there is no one else who can.

Failure of the farmer in this noble quest means
the economic death of the farmer. And the quest
is a noble one, the elevation of the whole body of
people to a higher citizenship. The farmer has,
like the laureate's noble knight of service, already
overcome Morning-Star, and Noon-Sun, and
Evening-Star, and now he faces economic Death,
and he must fight or fall. He must have ideals,
he must follow the gleam, he must be unselfish
and altruistic, and, like Sir Gareth, he must be
fearless and ready to say:

"Ye cannot .scare me, nor rough face, or voice,
Brute bulk, or limb, or boundless savagery,
.Vppal me from the quest."

^fr^^1 "

'



CONCLUSION
"Summeup

. . .
in the morning what thou hast to do."

I Will conclude by summarizing, in short form,
the substance of the foregoing pages

:

1. Farming is the basic industry of the Cana-
dian West, the prosperity of the farmer is essen-
tial to the prosperity of the country.

2. The farmer toils long and hard, under
adverse economic conditions ; he produces largely,
and makes great wealth.

3. By reason of artificial restrictions, and other
economic disabilities, including lack of banking
facilities and high rates of interest, heavy freight
rates and restricted buying and selling markets,
and by reason of the privileges given to special
classes, the farmer retains only a small share of
his production.

,.^' ^y/^''^.««" of the artificial restrictions and
disabilities imposed on the farmer, and the pri
vileges given to other classes, these classes have,
and use, the opportunity to prey on the farmer,
and take from him the greater part of what he
produces.

5. The ease with which wealth is made by the
privileged classes, and the hard lot of the farmer
increase the tendency to leave the farm for the
city mth the result that the rural population is
rdatjvely too small, and the city population too

6. The farmer is relatively frugal, and uses his

SJffiTT'Sr
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capital chiefly in productive industry, but the
share of his production retained is not sufficient
to enable him to carry on his farming operations
with efficiency, much less to enable him to main-
tain economic independence, ^vith the result that
farming is decadent.

7. The privileged classes make much money
with little labour, with the result that a large part
of it is wasted in luxury, extravag-unce, share-
jobbing, stock-gambling, and speculation, and is

thus diverted from prodi:ctive industry.
8. The wealth produced being thus largely

wasted, or used in speculative enterprises, outside
capital for productive industry, including farm-
ing, is being constantly brought in, vnth the result
that, economically, the country is in a much poorer
condition than it should be.

9. The restrictions on the fanner, and the pri-

vileges of the special classes, are maintained by
means of the combination and co-operation of
these classes, but with the acquiescence of the
farmer, and these classes are not blameworthy
for using the opportunity which the farmer gives
them.

10. The farmer is the author of his own wrongs.
Ke does not exercise good citizenship. He is an
individualist, he lacks class-consciousness, and
political sagacity, he does not combine and
co-operate, and he has neither economic nor poli-

tical power.
11. The farmer should abolish the existing

adventitious restrictions placed upon him, and
the factitious privileges granted to special classes,

and should establish economic conditions under
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which he and other citizens will get the benefit of
natural laws of production and distribution.
Among other things, he should organize credit
from below, he should buy and sell in the best
markets, he should provide transportation, com-
ing and going, at cost, plus a handsome profit.

12. The farmer can, to some extent, improve
his economic position by the development of class-

consciousness, and consequent economic combina-
tion and co-operation.

13. The abolition of the existing spoliation of
the farmers, and the establishment of fair
economic conditions, must be accomplished chiefly

through the exercise, by the farmers, of a fair
measure of control over government; in order to
do this, they must act together, politically, on +hG
basis of their own economic interests, and as a
means to this end, they must organize under their
own leaders, they must pay the cost of their own
organization, they must fight political corruption,
and they must cease to be dominated by the
minions of the interests; in a word, they must
exercise good citizenship.

14. The lack of rural education is the funda-
mental cause of the inefficiency of the farmer as
a citizen, and in order to induce a condition of
permanent efficiency, including cultural education,
economic independence, and political equality, it

is necessary to educate the farm children in coun-
try life schools, which vnW fit them for rural
citizenship.

15. The results wdll be increased production,
fair distribution of what is produced, the estab-
lishment of the farmer, and the common people in
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general, in a position of economic independence,

and the advancement of the material and moral

concerns of the whole body of the people.

FINIS.

1 H »I$T PHINTINS CO. LIHITED. TOUONTO
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